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DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM (NEED), PURPOSE OF INSTRUCTION, AND
TARGET GROUP

Company:
Leupold & Stevens, Inc. designs and manufactures optical. ballistic, scientific and electronic

products. Its management is built around teamwork and since its founding in 1907, the bottom line
continues to be state-of-the-art quality. It is located in Beaverton, Oregon and employs approxi-
mately 500 people. My internship involves coordinating with the human resources department to
provide instruction. ( Portland Community College and Leupold are partners in a Workplace Lit-
eracy Grant awarded last year. It was imperative to conduct instruction as soon as possible in order
to fulfill the needs of the Grant. The pilot testers were the students.)

Problem:
A preliminary needs assessment at Leupold & Stevens indicated a problem in basic math

skills. In talking with over thirty people and observing some of them, I found that many employees
do not understand decimals and are unable to solve simple calculations on a calculator. Other areas
of concern involve decimal conversions, recording measurements and obtaining their averages and
ranges, performing metric conversions and solving basic trigonometric functions. Decimals are used
throughout the company on the blueprints and employees must be able to accurately measure paits
and determine if each part is made within the decimal tolerance& indicated on the blueprint.

Purpose:
Special instruction will be designed and delivered that focuses on using a calculator and

Leupold & Stevens' blueprints to accomplish the following goal: using a calculator, the student will
demonstrate basic math applications required to understand the Leupold & Stevens blueprint. These
applications involve decimals, fractions, measurement, averages, metric conversions and basic
trigonometric functions.

hrzet G
Operators, set-up, and lead people in parts manufacturing would be the most appropriate

group to improve in basic skills, although throughout the company there were employees interested
in impfoving their basic math skills. It is estimated that 75-80% are high school graduates.

Skill Builders NIT Rev:5/10/91 page 1
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SYSTEM MODEL FOR LEUPOLD & STEVENS, INC.

I. ANALYSIS
Identify Company Needs
Identify Entry Behavior Characteristics
Identify Instructional Goals

Feedback/ Interaction

2. DESIGN PROGRAM
Write Performance Objectives
Develop Criterion Referenced Test Items
Develop Instructional Strategy
Develop and Select Instructional Materills

VFeedback/ Interaction
A

3. IMPLEMENT PROGRAM
Formative Evaluation
Develop Additional Materials
Revision

Feedback/ Interaction

4. EVALUATE PROGRAM
Surnmative Evaluation
Recommendations

Skill Builders MT Rev. 5/2401 page 2



GOALS & OBJECTIVES FOR LEUPOLD & STEVENS, INC.

Goal 1.0: Analysis

tiv 1.1: enti c tatjan niath needsihe number of people who
n th an the nefit a cla- c Id rvis t, th c m an an th
workforce.

1.1.1: Focus groups with assembly & manufacturing supervisors

1.1.2: Interviews on the floor with supervisors

1.1.3: Interviews and observations of assembly and manufacturing
workers.

Objective 1.2: Identify entry behavior charag r_ti,5jg5,

1.2.1: Determine level of schooling potential students have completed

1.2.2: Interview people who have taken classes in the past

1.2.3: Observe potential students on the job

Lbjectiy, 1. : erg tructi nal goals.

1.3.1: Observe workers in several departments

1.3.2: Interview / survey of target learners

1.3.3: Interview supervisors who did not attend focus groups

1.3.4: Gather forms and charts used on the job

Goal 2.0: Design Program

Objective 2.1:Write performance objectives.

2.1.1: Determine most critical math needs based on interviews and returned
surveys

2.1.2: Limit to eight modules

2.1.3: Identify and consult with subject matter expert

Objective 2.2: Develop criterion referenced test items.

2.2.1: Consult with SME

2.2.2. Refine and narrow test items

Skill Builders MT 5/ 1 7/9 1
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Goals & Objectives, com.

Objective 2.3: Develop instructionakt-ategy.

2.3.1: Develop self-paced, self instructional modules

2.3.2: Consult with SME, human resource people

Ob ective 2.4: Develo and select instnictional materials.

2.4.1: Examine textbooks and materials from the company

2.4.2: Examine ABE/GED math workbooks and textbooks

2.4.3: Tailor make the materials to fit the objectives of each module

Goal 3.0: Implement the Program

Objective 3.1: Conduct formative evaluation.

3.1.1: Obtain feedback from pilot students

3.1.2: Obtain feedback from SME

Ob'ective 3.2: Develop additional material&

3.2.1: Based on formative evaluation, add and/ or delete instructional
materials

3.2.2: Obtain additional ideas from students

Objective 3.3: Revise materials as needed.

3.3.1: Make corrections on materials

3.3.2: Eliminate some goals and/or materials

Goal 4.0: Evaluate Program

Objective 4.1: Conduct summativggvaluation.

4.1.1: Obtain supervisor evaluations

4.1.2: Obtain student evaluations

4.1.3: Adjust and/or revise instnictional materials

Objective 4.2: Nlake recommendations.

Skill Builders MT 5/17/91 page 4



TIMELINE

Completion Date Action Steps Time

November 1990

29th Meet with Jim Gillis 1 hour

30th Plant tour 4.5 hours

December 1990

4th Gather commercial materials 3 hours

6th Focus Groups with supervisors 5.5 hours

11 th Observe workers 4 hours

13th Observe workers/ gather forms 5.5 hours

Januam, 1991

2nd Study Quality Technicians Hand-
book and design ISD 5 hours

7th Make appointments 2 hours

8th Report to Human Resources
Curriculum Development 2.5 hours

10th Interview/ observe assemblers
and operators 3 hours

15th Write proposal letter
Design flyer & sign-up sheets 5 hours

17th Goal Analysis 4 hours

18th Goal Analysis 2 hours

21st Instructional Goals 4 hours

25th Instructional Goals 6 hours

27 th Performance Objectives 4 hours

29th Make flyers/study blueprints 8 hours

Skill Builders MT 5124/91 page 5



Tirneline, cont.

February 1991

1st Write performance objectives 4 hours

2nd Write performance objectives 3 hours

5th Develop test items 4.5 hours

8th Develop instructional strategy 6.5 hours

10th Develop materials 5.5 hours

12th Calculator Math
Develop materials 4 hours
Implement ii, struction 2 hours

14th Develop materials 1 hour
Implement instruction 2 hours

18th Test Items/Strategy 4 hours

19th Blueprint Math/Symbols
Develop materials 3 hours
Implement instruction 2 hours

21st Revision/Development 3.5 hours
Implement instruction 2 hours

26th Decimals
Test Items/Development 5.5 hours
Implement instniction 2 hours

28th Revision/Deve1Jpment 5.5 hours
Implement instniction 2 hours

Nlarch 1'. )1

5th Fractions
Test Items/Development 5 hours
Implement instruction 2 hours

7th Revision/Development 5.5 nours
Implement instruction 2 hours

Skill Builders MT 5/24/91 page 6



Tirneline, cont.

March, cont,

8th Test Items/Design 4 hours

12th Design/Development 6 hours
Implement instruction 2 hours

lAth Revision/Development 4 hours
Instruction 2 hours

19th Comparing Fractions/Decimals/Percents
Test Items/Design 4 hours
Instruction 2 hours

21st Revision/Development 4 hours
Instruction 2 hours

26th Revision/Development 4 hours
Instruction 2 hours

28th Revision/Development 4 hours
Instruction 2 hours

April 1991

2nd Right Triangle Formulas/Calculations
Test Items/Design 4 hours
Instruction 2 hours

4th Revision/Development 4 hours
Instruction 2 hours

9th Measurement/Averages/Ranges
Test Items/Design 4 hours
Imauction 2 hours

llth Revision/Development 4 hours
Instruction 2 hours

16th Metric Conversions
Test Items/Design .4 hours
Instruction 2 hours

18th Revision/Development 4 hours
Instruction 2 hours

19th Right Triangle Formulas
Instruction 2 hours

Skill Builders MT 5124/91 page 7



ISSUES AND CONSIDERATIONS

Since this project was a pan of a workplace literacy izrant, there were several issues
I had to deal with immediately. First there were the time limitations of the grant, second,
there was the time and money the company was willing to commit to the project. Other
issues included the scheduling of class drne and the broad area of math skills managers
indicated that the workers needed.

Time Limitations:
Although the grant was awarded in January 1990, activity at Leupold & Stevens did

not begin until the following December. Earlier in the year a preliminary audit had
indicated an interest in upgrading basic math skills at the company. I first approached the
company in December with the possibility of offering basic math skill classes. It was
imperative that classes begin as soon as possible to meet the needs of the gant. I began
instruction in February after little more than a month in needs assessment, task 2.1alysis,
design and development. Ideally my group should have been the test group and they were
aware that this was the first time this instruction had been offered. They were very helpful
in offering advice and criticism concerning materials. The students the instruction had been
targeted for were the minority in the group. Most of the students came from the offices
where they indicated there is actually little math application!

Carnaar_v_a_m _nrnitment:
Leupold & Stevens went above and beyond duty in offering manager time, worker

time, tours, materials, and general cooperation. They have a super human resources group
who were readily available for blueprints, contacts, materials and equipment. However,
they were not willing to commit company time to the instruction. All instruction was fully
voluntary after work hours. The best some of the managers would offer was that
employees could leave half an hour early for class if they made up the time elsewhere.
Some of the shifts are ten hour shifts. Attending class would add anotfrr two hours to an
already long day.

Class Schedule:
Scheduling times for classes proved to be the most aggravating. Several shifts end

over a three hour period in the early afternoon . Therefore it was nearly impossible to set
up a class time that accommodated all schedules. Additionally, the usual classroom is up a
flight of steps that are inaccessible for one of the students, so an effort was made to meet
his needs, especially since he can rarely attend classes and was anxious to do so. In the end
it was decided to hold classes in two rooms over a two and a half hour period in an open
lab semi-self instructional manner. My SME was especially helpful in working with
students in one room while I was in the other.

Broad Area:
Almost unanimously the managers and supervisors indicated that the workers

needed to improve basic skills in the following areas: blueprint reading, tolerances,
decimals, fractions, measurement, metric, basic algebra, calculator use, and trigonometric
functions. I couldn't pin down any one or two really critical areas. So I tried to apply
some aspects of most of those areas to my classes. Even this proved too much both for me
and the students.

Skill Builders NIT c/24/91 page 8



RECOMMENDATIONS

As instruction progressed, several items needed to be changed if another class were
to be offered. I felt it necessary that employees receive some type of reimbursement. The
class offerings were too broad; particular math skills needed to be pin-pointed. The time
span of the course was too long. Revision was an on-going area and will continue
thmughout the classes so it isn't going to be discussed here.

Classir ement:
One of the major complaints with the instructors involved with the grant was the

apathy of the students. While they enjoyed the instruction at the various companies, lack of
attendance was across the board at the companies that offered no reimbursement to the
empinyee. Leupold & Stevens has a pretty good record for offering company time for
training as well as reimbursement for credit classes taken outside the company. I discussed
both of these issues with Jim Gillis and Anthia Swansoi in human relations and suggested
that attendance would increase if the company would even pay for half class time or offer
some payment at the completion of classes. I reasoned that even though mine weren't for
credit, they were improving basic skills that the company felt all of its employees needed to
obtain. Since my classes had been well received, I think Jim was willing to offer company
time for half the class. A discussion with several of the supervisors indicated that the last
half hour of work could be spent twice a week in a math class.

Narrowed Content:
The first set of classes were not only too broad but too long ( which may have also

contributed to lack of attendance). This time I offered to Jim a month long series of only
three areas: decimals, fractions, percents. These seemed to be the most important to the
previous goup. (Although I did offer the trig functions twice with great success.) Most of
the students in the second session are from the same work area and thus have similar needs
which is a definite advantage to the teacher in designing more contextually job related
instruction. I chose an hour long session since the company was willing to pay only half an
hour but ideally I would have chosen at least an hour and a half. These classes are also
more structured than the original with more class interaction and instructor explanation.

Skill Builders MT 5/24/91 page 9



ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS/ INSIGHTS

I have this smug feeling that if I had it all to do again I know just what I would
change. But I have no assurance that my results would be any different or better. My audit
would change and as a result everything else that followed would be different.

Audit:
Hours were spent observing all over the company and trying to gain an insight to all

tht_ jobs in manufacturing and assembly. In the future I am going to concentrate if possible
on one specific area and observe in that area primarily. I will talk to the people,
supervisors, and managers of that area only and develop classes for the people in that area
alone. Instruction would be less generic and more within the context of the job. Coming
from the community college, it was extremely difficult to le', go of the broad context of any
of the math areas. For example, I wanted to teach everything about decimals, when the
company primarily uses four place decimals and only adds and subtracts decimals. Did
my students need to read 1, 2, or 3 place decimals or know the names for place value? I'm
not sure.

Revision:
Some of those hours of observation and interviewing should have been spent after

the test group had gone through the classes. It was important to go back tc the floor after I
had been with the students and had a better handle of their skill level and needs. Time was a
definite factor here since masses of materials had been developed or chosen already!

Jeff Fineman:
My SME, Jeff Fineman, was invaluable in offering advice and gathering materials

for class. He was probably my most important contact since he spent much of his time in
manufacturing and assembly. Many times I wasn't sure quite how to apply something we
were discussing to the job and he came to my rescue. He was also my best critic when
reviewing the materials I developed. Most of the deletions, additions, and rewording were
at his suggestion.

Team Advantage:
I worked essentially alone on this project . Through the same grant I am working

on two other projects with two other instructors. While it was valuable to be able to plan
and carry out the entire project on my own, I really missed group decisions and
development. My materials probably suffer because of limited assessment on the part of
instnictors. Design and development time were also at a premium which others could have
helped lessen. To carry out the entire project as Dick and Carey suggest seems nearly
impossible, even with a team.

Conclusion:
All in all, I don't think I could have asked for a better company than Leupold &

Stevens. It was an excellent introduction to the business world. Everyone was thoroughly
cooperative and very friendly. They even went so far as to offer me office space and a file
drawer. Ideally I would like to continue developing and improving the basic math classes
that I offered. The more time spent observing and learning about the company, the more
job specific the course could become. One observation that I heard repeatedly was that I
made the content easy to understand,unrike past trainers who had taught over the heads of
so many of the workers.

Skill Builders MT 5/24/91
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(H3ndwritten copy faxed to NWRL)

Name:

nrjorie Taylor

Phonev 666-4480

Partnershi,P:

ig/ 75---(-1V?(/

Leupold & Stevens, Inc. & Portland Community Colleae

Technigues Used To Target/Assess istructional Needs:

1. Company/employee observation

2. Focus groups with manufacturing & assembly supervisors

3. Interviews with manufacturing & assembly workers

Instructional Goals:

Within context of company use, provide instruction in 8 basic math
skill areas: -Calculator math

Blueprint Math/symbols
-Decimals
Fractions

-Comparing Fractions, Decimals, & Percent:
- Measurement, Averages, Ranges
- Metric Conversions
-Right Triangle Formula

Status & Timeline_For Curriculum Develo ment:

Curriculum development is on-going, approximately 8 hours weekly.
(This includes revision.)

48 hours in January
44 hours in February
32 hours in March



Brief Descri tion of Curriculum Bein Develo ed Used:

See goals. The curriculum is semi-self-instructional with
each student working in only the areas of chosen interest and in thosE
areas.the particular skills found lackina on the pre-tests. Most of
the students are taking at least 7 modules. Some students signed
up for only 1 or 2 modules. They are self-paced.

(AnticiRated1_5tarting Date of Instruction:

February 12, 1991 to April 18, 1991

Place and Times of Instruction:

Leupold & Stevens, Inc., Beaverton, OR

Tuesday & Thursday afternoons, 3:00 - 5:30 PM

(Anticipated) Number of Students to be Served:

15 - 20 actual number



Plan far Assessin Student Pro ress:

1. Pre-test & post test for each module

2. Supervisor questionnaire

3. Studr,nt comments/ evaluation

Plan for Measurin Pro ram Im act on Work lace:

(See # 2 & 3 above)

Special Problems or Issues:

Limited number of enrolled students. Company doesn't offer any
incentives to take classes. Classes are all on employee time.

Comments:

This company has been a pleasure to work with. I'm frustated
that the people who really need the math probably didn't sign up.
The classes are a review for most of the students & they seem to
really enjoy them. Two students may really profit from the classes
as their skills were really low.

1f;



AUDIT

Focus Group

Leupold & Stevens Forms

Proposal Letter

Class Announcements

Schedules
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Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Focus Group Agenda

Manufacturing Supervisors December 6, 1990

Purpose: Regarding a possible basic math skills class, we will identify the specific math
skills needed, the number of workers who need the skills, and the benefits a class could
provide to the company, you, and your people.

Introductions
A. Trainer-facilitator
B. Participant introductions
C. Purpose of meeting
D. Why participants were selected
E. Ground Rules: Confidentiality

Creativity
Acceptance of all ideas

II, Brainstorming

III, Expanding

IV, Prioritizing

V. Closing
A. Summary/final comments
B. Evaluation
C. How the information will be used.
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905
906 1

TOTAL
REPAIRED

139

SCOPES
REPAIRED

113

MECHANICAL
REJECTS

14

MECHANICAL DIRT
REJECTS % REJECTS

,
'ONNr

10%1 12

DIRT
REJECTS %

9%

3
3

3
,:,0

907 2 191 169 7 4%-1 15 8% 3
908 3 158 145 5 3%1 8 5% 3
909 4 234 210 7 3%1 17 7% 3
910 5 242 206 14 6% 22 9% 3
911 6 267 226 19 7% 22 8% 3
912 7 212 173 11 5% 28 13% 3
913 8 240 214 13 5% 13 5% 3
914 9 248 223 6 2% 19 8% 3
915 10 305 271 17 6% 17 6% 3
916 11 229 207 6 3% 16 7% 3
917 12 188 173 9 5% 6 3% 3
918 13 324 291 9 3% 24 7% 3
919 14 238 197 22 9% 19 8% 3

920 15 308 295 0 0% 13 4% 3

9t 16 137 122 4 3% 11 8% 3

922 17 198 186 4 2% 8 4% 3

5ifittifittifittifittifittifittifittifittifittifittifittifittifittifittifiTOTAL,/
13-Dec-90 11:42 AM

M906: (%0) @IF(SC906=0,0,K906/C906) SHEET

(tumanianAmullarnarmaciarlunDrInEmErlunrIF====GunnunwarlurlIrlunnjEmnuk===nuauflummumuNn====r0

903 WORK TOTAL SCOPES MECHANICAL MECHANICAL DIRT DIRT 3

904 WEEK REPAIRED REPAIRED REJECTS REJECTS % REJECTS REJECTS % 3

905 3

906 1 139 113 14 10% 12 971 3

907 2 191 169 7 4% 15 4-----°'8%r 3

908 3 158 145 5 3% 8 5% 3

909 4 234 210 7 3% 17 7% 3

910 5 242 206 14 6% 22 9% 3

911 6 267 226 19 7% 22 8% 3

912 7 212 173 11 5% 28 13% 3

913 8 240 214 13 5% 13 5% 3

914 9 248 223 6 2% 19 8% 3

915 10 305 271 17 6% 17 6% 3

916 11 229 207 6 3% 16 7% 3

917 12 188 173 9 5% 6 3% 3

918 13 324 291 9 3% 24 7% 3

919 14 238 197 22 9% 19 8% 3

92r 15 308 995 0 0% 13 4% 3

92.. 16 137 122 4 3% 11 8% 3

922 17 198 186 4 2% 8 4% 3

5ifitttifittifittifittttfttifittifittifittifittifittifitttifittifittifitttTOTAL,/
13-Dec-90 11:43 AM
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0906: (%0) @IF(5C906=0.0.E906/C906) SHEET

t, BannuCananDnuonEnnanForanaGommunfinummInanzjiclumoKannoLanumMzumaNnall=OnzumPano?
OVERALL 3

4-....--....-

YIELD % 3

.. 3

1-.......44141
3

88% 3

92% 3

90% 3

85% 3

85% 3
82% 3

89% 3

90% 3
89% 3

90% 3

92% 3
90% 3

83% 3

96% 3

89% 3

94% 3

5ifittifittifitttttifitttifittifittifittifittifittttifittifittifittifittttTOTAL,/
13-Dec-90 11:43 AM

903 TOTAL SCOPES MECHANICAL MECHANICAL DIRT DIRT
904 REPAIRED RrPAIRED REJECTS REJECTS % REJECTS REJECTS %
905
906 139 113 14 10% 12 9%
907 191 169 7 4% 15 8%
908 158 145 5 3% 8 5%
909 234 210 7 3% 17 7%
910 242 206 14 6% 22 9%
911 267 226 19 7% 22 8%
912 212 173 11 5% 28 13%
913 240 214 13 5% 13 5%
914 248 223 6 2% 19 &X
915 305 271 17 6% 17 6%
916 229 207 6 3% 16 7%
917 188 173 9 5% 6 3%
918 324 291 9 3% 24 7%
919 .238 197 22 9% 19 8%
920 308 295 0 0% 13 4%
921 137 122 4 3% 11 8%
922 198 186 4 2% 8 4%

903 TOTAL SCOPES MECHANICAL MECHANICAL DIRT DIRT
904 REPAIRED RrPAIRED REJECTS REJECTS % REJECTS REJECTS %
905
906 139 113 14 10% 12 9%
907 191 169 7 4% 15 8%
908 158 145 5 3% 8 5%
909 234 210 7 3% 17 7%
910 242 206 14 6% 22 9%
911 267 226 19 7% 22 8%
912 212 173 11 5% 28 13%
913 240 214 13 5% 13 5%
914 248 223 6 2% 19 &X
915 305 271 17 6% 17 6%
916 229 207 6 3% 16 7%
917 188 173 9 5% 6 3%
918 324 291 9 3% 24 7%
919 .238 197 22 9% 19 8%
920 308 295 0 0% 13 4%
921 137 122 4 3% 11 8%
922 198 186 4 2% 8 4%

S906: (F2) @IF($Q906=0,0.E906/Q906) SHEET

3 03 0

4 3
914 6 2% 19 8% 90% 172.1 1.30 3
915 17 6% 17 6% 89% 130.9 1.50 3
916 6 3% 16 7% 90% 139.8 1.48 3
917 9 5% 6 3% 92% 125.6 1.38 3
918 9 3% 24 7% 90% 184.7 1.58 3
919 22 9% 19 8% 83% 140.3 1.40 3
920 0 0% 13 4% 96% 193.2 1.53 3

921 4 3% 11 8% 69% 93.0 1.31 3

922 4 2% 8 4% 94% 132.0 1.41 3

5tttifittifitttifittttifittifitttifittttifittttifittfttifittifittifittifitTOTAL,/
13-Dec-90 11:44 AM



January 15, 1991

Jim Giles
Anthia Swanson
Leupold & Stevens, Inc.
P.O. Box 688
Beaverton, Oregon 97075-0688

Dear Jim and Anthia:

Thank you for permitting me to visit Leupold & Stevens this past month. I really
.preciate you and the many people who gave time to show and explain their jobs to me.

There are three main areas I would like to address in this letter. First, I would like to thank
specific people. Second, I would like to propose an instructional goal. Third, I will detail
my current activities and ask for Anthia's help on a couple of items.

I especially thank Fran Wichman for giving me the grand tour of Leupold & Stevens. My
meetings with the assembly and manufacturing supervisors were instnimental to my
analysis. Sheri Canon, Peggy Leathers, and Ric Rosenbaum were great letting me follow
and watch them. Pat Renner., George Watson, Harry Wilson and many others throughout
the company provided valuable input and I thank them.

The area I see the most potential in is structuring the instructional goal around the Leupold
& Stevens blueprint. Therefore, I propose the instnictional goal be as follows:

Using a calculator, employees will demonstrate basic math applications found on a.
Leupold & Stevens blueprint,

Upon completing instruction the student will be able to do the following:
* Complete basic operations on a calculator
* Read and demonstrate basic decimal operations
* Convert decimals to fractions
* Measure accurately with calipers, record the measurements, and

obtain averages and ranges
* Perform metric conversions
* Solve basic trigonometric functions

Since adults have such varied needs, the class will be set up as 2. lab with open entry and
exit. Students will choose the particular areas they want to grow in. The first class will
determine each student's goals and an individual program will be set up to help each
student accomplish the goals in the time it takes him to accomplish them.

We discussed conducting instruction through February and March. I would like to leave
the ending date open and offer the class as long as there are students working towait their
individual goals which may or may not be the end of March. Does this sound okay? Do
you feel these objectives will benefit assembly and manufacturing? I want to be sure I meet
Leupold & Stevens' needs.

Presently I am formulating specific objectives and the tasks involved in accomplishing
them, developing means of evaluating the objectives, and beginning to design the
instruction. Anthia, I am going to need a variety of blueprints as well as someone either to
assist me in class with the instrument readings or teach me how to accurately read them.



Jeff Fineman expressed an interest in helping me with any instruction. I will call him next
week.

Two items are attached. One is an idea for a flyer advertising the class. The other is a
formal statement of the problem, purpose of instruction, and the target group. I will be
popping in and out and will keep you posted on my progress. Thank you!

S incerely,

Margie Taylor

cc: Nikki Sullivan - PCC
Mary Covington - Advisor, OSU

3 2



Learn to usel

a calculator

5 4 3 2 1

Convert to
metrics

[Compare fractions,
decimals, percents

Measure / find averages
and ran es

6. Free classes
5. Bring a calculator
4. Choose only the modules you need.
3. Individual or small group
2. Open entry, self-paced
1. Come before or after work

Solve right triangle
equations

Interpret blueprint
math

Conference Room #4
Tuesdos & Thursdays
Lab hours: 1:30 - 5:30

LEUPOLD & STEVENS, INC.
Beaverton, Oregon, U.S.A.

For more information
Call Margie Taylor at
ph: :56-4480 or
Anthia Swanson X 438

BLUEPRINT MA111

8

3 3

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

3 4



Free Classes
/ /

Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small
group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time
and dates of your classes within the next tvoi weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below
Review Some Help Lots of Help

e

Calculator Math
Lea_za rn calcuJator ba-.1_,__._111,p__._1.1.4___

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

-tirtig, ,_

Decimals
I

Fractions 414--
i1.7......

I 0

1 _____LLI

Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents
HI( (!

Mcasurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

Metric Conversions _I _ILL

1
....----W 14 T*1 k/

'tight Triangle Formulas / Calculations

Other Neuls

Circle the best time for you to attend c asses:

1:30 - 3:00 2:00 - 3:30 2:30 - 4:00

Name Phone #

3:00 - 4:30 3:30 - 5:00

Return to Arahia Swanson Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480
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Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotteffi
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scneduled for
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small

group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time

and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below
Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

/ 4 i 1
I il i I 1 i 1

Decimals CE--.1--Ili li
Fractions

Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents

-14
Measurement / Averages / Ranges

Using L & S figures

Metric Conversions 7 I 11

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations

I......i-

Other Needs

LI LP
1.4 in 0 Y)t-IX i

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00 2:00 - 3:30 2:30 - 4:00 3:00 - 4:30

Name Phone #

ii

II

Return to Anthia Swanson Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480
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Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math sIdlls you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve ie math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small
group aimed for each prson's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time
and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below
Review Some Help Lots of Help

,

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

Decimals

Fractions

Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

1

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations

Other Needs

_LEEL.._

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00 2:00 - 3:30 2:30 - 4:00 3:00 - 4:30 3:30 - 5:00

Name Phone #

Return to Anthia Swanson Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 6664480
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Free Classes Starting Soon
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BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Heres the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small
group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that intere3t you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time
and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below
Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

Decimals-
Fractions

L:omparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents

Measurement / Avenges / Ranges
Using L & S figures

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you o attend '7,1asses:

1:30 - 3:00 2:00 - 3:30 2:30 - 4:00 3:00 - 4:30 3:30 - 5:00

Name Phone #

Return to Anthia Swanson Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480



Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small

group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modulcs you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time

and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below

Review Some Help Lots of Help

7
0

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

Decimals

Fractions

Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents
V

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formats / Calculations t-,

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00 2:00 - 3:30 2:30 - 4:00

Name Phone #

Return to Anthia Swanson

gArilikA) :
f

: A/O ZiZioa/A./ .

3:00 - 4:30

Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480
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1. Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for
Tuesday and Thusslay afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small

group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time

and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below
Review Some Help Lots of Help

A
Calculator Math

Learn calculator basics

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

Decimals

Fractions

Comparing Fractions, Dek...mals, Percents --
l.:

_

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00

Name

2:00 - 3:30 2:30 - 4:00 3:00 4:30

Phone #

3:30 - 5:00)

Return to Anthia Swanson Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480

&2,{ kz,di& 47 ///40_, i..p_J42--64,47,;71e4e(

eZAt.a:7 1-X41-N .-a-e/v)t e..)e9-edel
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Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!

Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for

Thgday and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small

group aimed for each person's specific needi. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time

and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below

Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

Decimals

Fractions

Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures si

Metric Conversions X/

Right Triangle Fmmulas / Calculations
'

Other Needs
_

irc e the best ame for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00

Name_

2:00 - 3:30

Return to Anthia Swanson

2:30 - 4:00

Phorse if

3:00 - 4:30 5:00

Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480



Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small
group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time
and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below
Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

Decimals

Fractions

Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percent.s

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00

Names

2:00 - 3:30 2:30 - 4:00 3:00 - 4:30 3:30 - 5:00

Phone #

Return to Anthia Swanson Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480



Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for
Toxlict and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small

group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. Yod will be notified of the exact time

and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

x Module Indicate your ability with an X below
Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

Decimals

Fractions

Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

i

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00

.

Name_

2:00 - 3:30

Return to Anthia Swanson

2:30 - 4:00

Phone +

3:00 - 4:30

Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480
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Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Heres the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small
group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time
and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below
Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics X

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

Decimals -

Fractions

Comparing Fractions. Decimals, Percents

\)s-

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures sic

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations
-74\

Other Needs

,

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00 2:00 - 3:30 2:30 - 4:00

Name Phone #

3:00 - 4:30 3:30-5:00

Return to Anthia Swanson Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480
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Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small
group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time
and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below
Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

.

Decimals

2(
Fractions

Y
Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

K
Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00

Name_

2:00 - 3:30

Return to Anthia Swanson

2:30 - 4:00 3:00 - 4:30 3:30 - 5:00

Phone # ,
Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480
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Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math sldlls you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for
T_ jeAky and Thyrsday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small

group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time
and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below
Review Some Help Lots of Help

Decimals

Fractions

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00

Name_

2:00 - 3:30

Return to Anthia Swanson

4'1 W.+ ci

ti rl 1/4) c()Ivuti)

2:30 - 4:00

Phone #

3:30 - 5:00

Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480
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Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small

group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time
and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below
Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

Decimals

Fractions

Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00

Nam(

2:00 - 3:30 2:30 - 4:00 3:00 - 4:30 0 - 5:00\1

.---

Phone # . /

Return to Anthia Swanson Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480
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Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small

group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time

and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below
Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

Decimals

Fractions

Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00

Name_

2:00 - 3:30 2:30 - 4:00

Phone #

3:00 - 4:30 3:30 - 5:00

Return to Anthia Swanson Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480
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Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled fur

Tuesday and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small

group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time

and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

x Module Indicate your ability with an X below
Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

Decimals

Fractions

ComparinOractions, Decimals, Percents

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations X

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00

Name

2:00 - 3:30 2:30 - 4:00 3:00 - 4:30 3:30 - 5:00

_Phone #

Return to Anthia Swanson Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480



Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small
group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time
and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below
Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

Decimals

Fractions

Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00

Name

2:00 - 3:30 2:30 - 4:00 3:00 - 4:30

Phone #

,.
3:30 - 5:00 )

Return to Anthia Swanson Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480
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Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!

Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for

Tsesday and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small

group aimed for each person's specific nceds. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module ormodules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time

and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below

Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

Decimals

Fractions

Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations i
Ocher Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00

Name,

2:00 - 3:30 2:30 - 4:00 3:00 - 4:30 3:30 - 5:00

Phone it

Return to Anthia Swanson Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480
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Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small
group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time
and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below -1

Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

Decimals

Fractions

Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00) 2:00 - 3:30

Name

Return to Anthia Swanson

2:30 - 4:00

Phone #

3:00 - 4:30 3:30 - 5:00

Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480



Free Classes Starting Soon

.BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgottail
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for
luesky and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small
group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified r. the exact time
and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below

Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

Decimals

Fractions

Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations .

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

Name

2:00 - 3:30

Return to Anthia Swanson

2:30 - 4:00

Phone #

3:00 - 4:30 3:30 - 5:00

Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480



Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for

Tuesday and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small

group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to takc. You will be notified of the exact time

and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below
Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

XUsing
Blueprint Math / Symbols

the L & S blueprint

Decimals

Fractions

Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00

Name

2:00 - 3:30 2:30 - 4:00

Phone #

3:00 - 4:30 3:30 - 5:00

Return to Anthia Swanson Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480



Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Hert's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for
Tuesday and Thuraday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small

group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time

and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

x Module Indicate your ability with an X below
Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics `(

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

Decimals

Fractions

Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents

_

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00

Name,

2:00 - 3:30

Return to Anthia Swanson

2:30 - 4:00

Phone #

3:00 - 4:30 3:30 - 5:00

Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480
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Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for

Tuesday and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small

group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time

and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below

Review Some Help Lots of Help

\ Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

_
,

i Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

,
Decimals

.

Fractions

..
Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents _._ - -

-----
Measurement / Averages / Ranges

Using L & S figures

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00

Naint_

2:00 - 3:30

Return to Anthia Swanson

2:30 - 4:00 3:00 - 4:30

Phone #

3:30 - 5:00
_

Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480



Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasize& Classes are scheduled for
Tuesday and Th_m_d_gy afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small
group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time
and dates of your classqs within the next two weeks.

x Module Indicate your ability with an X below
Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

VUsing
Blueprint Math / Symbols

the L & S blueprint 3r
Decimals

\*/
Fractions \'

>(
Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00

Name._

2:00 - 3:30

A

V

2:30 - 4:00

Phone #.

3:00 - 4:30

Return to Anthia Swanson Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480



Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math sldlls you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift Classes will be one on one or small

group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time

and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below
Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

\iL
Decimals

Fractions
_

X
Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents

Y%

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

A

.,'

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you 1...) attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00

Name

2:00 - 3:30 2:30 - 4:00

Phone

3:00 - 4:30

Return to Anthia Swanson Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480
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Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!

Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for

Tuesday and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small

group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time

and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module
Indicate your ability with an X below

Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

Decimals

Fractions

Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00 2:00 - 3:30 2:30 - 4:00 3:00 - 4:30 3:30 - 5:00

Name
Phone #

Return to Anthia Swanson
Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480
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Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for

Tuesday and Thuasty afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small

group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or 'nodules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time

and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

x Module Indicate your ability with an X below

Review Some Help Lots of Help

..
Calculator Math

Learn calculator basics

Blueprint Math/ Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

Decimals

Fractions

Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00 2:00 - 3:30 2:30 - 4:00

Name Phone #

3:00 - 4:30

Return to Anthia Swanson Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480
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Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!

Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for

Tuesday and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small

group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time

and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below

Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint /

Decimals

Fractions

Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 3:00

Nam,

2:00 - 3:30_ 2:30 - 4:00

Phone

3:00 - 4:30

Return to Anthia Swanson Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480
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Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for

Tuesday and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small

gronp aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time

and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below
Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

Decimals

Fractions X
Comparing Fractions, DeciMals, Percents

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations

Other Needs

Circle the best time tbr you to attend classes:

1:30 3:00

Name_

2:00 - 3:30 2:30 - 4:00 3:00 - 4:30 3:30 -5:(X2)

Phone #

Return to Aruhia Swanson Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480



Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math siills you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for
Tauchy and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small

group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time

and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below
Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

Decimals

Fractions

Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00

Name.

2:00 - 3:30 2:30 - 4:00

Phone #

3:30 - 5:00

Return to Authia Swanson Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480
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Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT' MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for

Tuesday and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. ClassIs will be one on one or small

group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time

and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

x Module Indicate your ability with an X below

Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Us:ng the L & S blueprint

.

4

Y
liximals

,e

V.
Fractions t.
Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents '

`i

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

)(
Metric Conversions

<

Right Triangle Fomnilas / Calculations 111MIM
Other Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00

Names.. _

2:00 - 3:30 2:30 - 4:00

Phone #

3:00 - 4:30 3:30 - 5:00

Return to Anthia Swanson Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480
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Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any employees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

Name_

Phone

Job Title lop // ge_ss (-?WLength of time at Leupold & Stevens /1 7.7. yt

Single Head of Household: yes/ no

r
1. How do you use math in your present job? .-/-0 't ?a f <... o (At

1 1 t y(6e 0

2. What are your most imponant math needs? / --- t

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

y ;.t. rl dt r 3 44 r 1 elk; 7 Jo I-u. t. , '701 IS

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

1,1 la (-

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

.......

Skillbuilders MT 2/8/91

t; 5



Blueprint Math Applications

Name.

SkhlbuIlders MT 2/8/91

Entry Date

Module Pre-Test
Activities

Post Test
1 2 3 4 5

Calculator Math
,

.- 1 I-JI r v v v v V

r r) 1 ' 1 r. ' .

2 Bluepiint Math/Symbols 111111=Laj _

1 Decimals .,' ok,-
viol,

e 11 p 1g
Ea 0,)

6

4. Fractions 2.3 -12111111111111M
, ,st\ \,,,, Ir e

13 r. ,
7, r. .4 et. ,L) b, ( ,IIIM 4,

5. Comparing Fractions, Dccimals,
Percents

6, Measurement Averages/Ranges
,........

7, Metric Conversions .

-).i. 8. Right Trian!le Formulas/Calculation
,



Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any employees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

Name

Phone

r/
Job Titled- /-J hLaALength of time at Leupold & Stevens -7.; j FS. iOryl 0.

Single Head of Household: yes ) no

1. How do you use math in your present job? Ccz (...r 1--/e)--A.

2. What are your most important math needs? 459)a. /C ,_:(---e Ca /cric:6
G2V- -Mi.:: :.--442e .

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

-:2---- t'Oe-z(c1 Oe /94/e 1L) ,./e/r Avhierns ell.q.ve-ci//,
v

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain? 7277L- 4?74: -7`.---/-7/: 71'r,4i ,

,

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

.7.37,4 :74 Iqj kinow/i >ri rite, ect_ectefezio/Z ,

. .... ..

Skilibuilders MT 2/8/91



Blueprint Math Applications

Name
IEntry Date r.

,

1" I .11

Skillbulkiers MT 2/8/91

Module Pre-Test
Activities

Post Test
4 5

v 1, Calculator Math
m 1 o, -

:/rLip;i
,

, v 1 /
.

2. Blueprint Math/Symbols ,

"N- 3. Decimals i ; -'1:,' rdiVitli Liiil -, "bpi b y 3L/52 -eVtil,,411111)

. y , "---'1"" slt ( N rY1(.4 1 v 0"1CC \+ ( , p5

rb
(- ) ?/,

/ro
o 6 r VA r_. "1" 4 ,,/ c ,J

4uctions 6 _,,,_42.13,;,--_5 s 2,
li

--ft, \-, Kltfr p

401,5
y4tu4(

.

5. Comparing Fractions, Decimals,
Percents

6. Measurement/Averages/Ranges

7. Metric Conversions

8. Ri ht Trian le Formulas/Calculations



Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any employees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

Name_

Phone

Job Title r..4 c r e pcx.es. tr-2,e.,:,1,.\ Length of time at Leupold & Stevens Z. 1.?.'.(1L.S-

Single Head of Household: yes no X.

1

1. How do you use math in your present job?

CocA r : ,5 pcil --i--J,

2. What are your most important math needs'?

De OreeTJ

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

-6) e-cf-
G on CI /6.'6 ste- i,,, c .-..,,..4 r. t"..

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

Ili etch i v) e Se '1' k.,p___Tts,3;

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

...

Skillbuilders MT 2/8/91



Blueprint Math Applications

Name_ /Entry Date t

Skillbullders MT 2/8/91

.,--
Module Pre-Test

Activities
Post Test

1 2 3 4 5

1. Calculator Math

2, B...mprint Math/Symbols

3. Decimals

4. Fractions

5. Comparing Fractions, Decimals,
Percents

6. Measurement/Averages/Ranges

.....
7, Metric Conversions

...---
( 8 Right Triangle Formulas/Calculations

I i

't t

\ Nt f
), r r )

',0 , A ,1_1=wrimat
.

_.
, 1

C \ . 1.

7 3



Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is cptional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any employees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

Name_

Phone 41

Job Title / ////Yee- lAres

Single Head of Household: yes no

Length of time at Leupold & Stevens 4/S-, 141(..)

1. How do you use math in your present job?

*7' LIZ . i-V,Ye Gs.

2. What are your most important math needs?

74' C94 0/si PeCP,Ces

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

J06 PC..c / 770 YY

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

Skillbuilders MT 218/91

74



Blueprint Math Applications

Name_ Entry Date

Skillbuilders MT 2/8/91

Module Pre-Test
Activities

Post Test
1 2 3

Calculator Math

2. Blueprint Math/Symbols
. ....

.............,3. Decimals

......,
4. Fractions

...
,

.1=1WAMMMMEI

5. Comparing Fractions, Decimals,
Percents

aillIOIMMG MAI ItIMMII 1.18,011.11

_
6. Measurement/Averages/Ranges

7. Metric Conversbns

. .

/ 8.1 Ri cht Than le Formulas/CalculaUons
.

r".,,,..:1.ti
or
..i...:,47-.,.\,1 ,

....-

7
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Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments arc for my records only and will not be J hown to any employees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

Name_

Phone #.

Job Title TE-c--fri Ai lC-1 A Al Length of time at Leupold & Stevens

Single Head of Household: yes no

lama,

1. How do you use math in your present job?

CA LIS A Ar-T-1 w Ls 1 4 AA co FY ) e

2. What are your most important math needs?

St-tic P(0 1117 P 14-7-11

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

/4/ cALcI-147-W

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

i. 5,AAN a 16i-lr- 7- R ) AN( )Z.5- cA-tc,/./ z_AL-7--/;.:ks

.......

Skillbuilders MT 218/91
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t

Name

I. Define right triangle.

RIGHT TRIANGLE POST TEST

Date

2. Label each side of the right triangle with the correct word: base, height , hypot-
enuse, legs.

Orel

sh56.-

3. In the above triangle, if angle a is 40 °, 20' , how many degrees is angle b?

4. Solve each of the following without using your calculator.

a) -4-3-g= _II__ b) 72 =

5. Use your calculator to solve the following.

a) vi1225 = b) \ITO = 1 7

c) 142= 1 d) 1352= ..13_225.

6. Where D = diagonal & S = sides. Solve for D. (D= S x 1.4142)

a) A 5" square , D = 7, 07 b) A 2.5" square, D = 2

Skill Builders MT 4/2/91
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Right Triangle Post Test

7. Use the attached formula sheet to solve for the following triangles.

a) c = b)

= .18"

c)
a= .6"

b = .24"

b=

page 2

8. Determine the diameter of the bolt circle if A = .120", B = .160". d = 0

9. Use the attached formula sheet to solve for each set of values.

a) Find A. C = 5, D = 36.87° b) Find A. B = 4, D = 36.87°

A = A = 0

c) Find B. C = 5", D = 11.5° d) Find B. A = 1", D = 11.5°

B = \' C\C) B = 4,1,11

e) Find C. A = 11.4", D = 70040' f) Find C. B = 4, D = 70°40'

C = c=

10. a) Find D. A = .8", B = .15" b) Find D. B = .15", c = .17"

D= D=

7;1



Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any employees
of Leupold & Ste,..ns. Thank you.

Name_

Phone

Job Title ... _1 Length of time at Leupold & Stevens A5;(4:1:

Single Head of Household: yes no/'_
.0.----

1. How do you use math in your present job?
De..ri--

'...S. (ti t few/ y .",.z..pecif-,DA .-..,/e4.)/41.4,40,z,s- i aocijoh,u 446.;,:cey....ird

2. What are your most important math needs?

/ r-/.9 / (ir-r-/..i25--.62V
.

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

cAkin,e ...Ls-7k/ ZI-

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

-46.109 ,..7L-. .1;1,-4/

.
Skillbuildcrs MT 2/8/91
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Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any ceimployees

Nof Leupold & Stevens. 'Manic you.

Name_

Phone

Job Tit1e-7;4-11 Length of time at Leupold & Stevens /5-7-eo

Single Head of Household: yes no

1. How do you use math in your present job?
gez,,welieee,

2. What are your most important math needs?

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?
///d,c6.-

4. Will improving your math sidlls help your chances of moving to another j6b position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

5. What is mosi important for you to ac;)omplish by taking these math classes?
72' 1.i* tt4i .ge-/.141,1; (`-* 15 ss.,6y/

Skillbuilders MT 2/8/91



Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any employees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

..1110110.

Name_

Phone #

Job Tide Length of time at Leupold & Stevens /2 es
Single Head of Household: yes no

I. How do you use math in your present job?

Pork/ 4- o kook.) gok) s_7/

(70

2. What are your most important math needs?

friN/D 64) /Ai, Wor.4.) oacce_

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

frii1 lu 4

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these *math classes?

/42 .26,42 i) 1-/12 72 L 5

Skillbuilders MT 2/8/91
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Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any employees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

Name_

Phone

Job Title ma ;10 7ti &s fen., A r Length of time at Leupold & Stevens

Single Head of Household: yes no

1. How do you use math in your present job?

2. What are your most important math needs?

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

II-

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by talc:rig these math classes?

Skillbuilders MT 218/91
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Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small
group aimcd for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time
and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below
Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Leani caculator basics

Blueprint Math / :;ymbols
Using the L & S blueprint

Decimals

Fractions

Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00

Name_

2:00 - 3:30

Return to Anthia Swanson

D

2:30 - 4:00 3:00 - 4:30 3:30 - 5:00

Phone #

Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480



Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for
1=thy and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small
group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time
and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below
Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

Decimals

Fractions

Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00

Name_

2:00 - 3:30

_.Phone #-

3:00 - 4:30 3:30 - 5:00

Return to Anthia Swanson Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480

S o
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Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!

Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for

Tuesday and Thursday afternoons before or dter your shift. Classes will be one on one or small

group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time

and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below

Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

Decimals

Fractions

Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle E.ormulas / C' ilculations

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00

Name_

2:00 - 3:30 2:30 - 4:00

Phone #

3:00 - 4:30 3:30 - 5:00

Return to Anthia Swanson Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480
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Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small
group aimed for eAch person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time
and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below
Review Some Help Lots of Help

Yi(

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

Decimals

Fractions

Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents

Measurement/ Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

Metric Conversions

g Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 3:00

Name

2:00 - 3:30

Return to Anthia Swanson

2:30 - 4:00 3:00 - 4:30Th 3:30 - 5:00

Phone #

Questions? Call Margie Taylor PH: 666-4480



Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity to improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for

Tuesday and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small

group aimed for each person's specific nceds. Sign up only for the modules that interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notified of the exact time

and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

X Module Indicate your ability with an X below

Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Learn cdculator basics

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint X

Decimals

Fractions

Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents

Measurement / Averages / Ranges
Using L & S figures

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend

1:30 - 3:00 2:00 - 3:30

Return to Anthia Swanson

2:30 - 4:00

alione #_

3:00 - 4:30 3:30 - 5:00

Questions? Call Margie Tayk _ PH: 666-4480



Free Classes Starting Soon

BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Here's the opportunity to brush up on the math skills you've forgotten!
Here's the opportunity improve the math you use at Leupold & Stevens!

Math applications taken from the L & S blueprint will be emphasized. Classes are scheduled for
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons before or after your shift. Classes will be one on one or small
group aimed for each person's specific needs. Sign up only for the modules thaj interest you.

Indicate below the module or modules you wish to take. You will be notined of the exact time
and dates of your classes within the next two weeks.

x Module Indicate your ability with an X below
Review Some Help Lots of Help

Calculator Math
Learn calculator basics

Blueprint Math / Symbols
Using the L & S blueprint

Decimals

Fractions
>c

Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents X

v
Measurement / Averages / Ranges

Using L & S figures )(

Metric Conversions

Right Triangle Formulas / Calculi Ions

Other Needs

Circle the best time for you to attend classes:

1:30 - 100

Name.

2:00 - 3:30 2:30 - 4:00

Phone #

3:00 - 4:30

Return to Anthia Swanson. Questions? Call Maxgie Taylor PH: 666-4480

S



BLUEPRINT MATH APPLICATIONS

Classes in basic math applications

When: Tuesdays & Thursdays

Time: 3:30 - 5:30 (Come at 4:00 if it fits your schedule better.)

Date Class and Goals

2/12 1. Calculator Math - Using a calculator the student will
* 2/14 add, subtract, multiply, and divide accurately.

2/19 2. Blueprint Math/Symbols - The student will locate and
2/21 label the main parts of the titleblock and identify and

locate symbols for tolerances, radius, diameter, degree
and decimal.

2/26 3. Decimals - The student will read and compare decimal
2/28 values, calculate decimal tolerances, and compare

decimal values of five parts.

3/5 4. Fractions The student will add and subtract fractions
3 /7 and convert them to decimals.

3/12 5. Comparing Fractions, Decimals, and Percents - The
3/14 student will change fractions to decimals, decimals to

percents, and be able to compute equal values of each.

3/19 6. Measurement/ Averages/ Ranges - The student will
3/21 measure and compare five parts with a given mean

and compute simple averages and ranges.

3/26 7. Metric Conversions - Using formula charts the student
3/28 will convert standard measurements to metric meas-

ures.

*2/12 & 2/14 8. Right Mangle Formulas / Calculations - Using right
triangle formula charts and a scientific calculator the

4/2 & 4/4 student wili calculate unknown angles or sides.

NOTE: These arc, basic math classes that can be started at any date.

9 0



NOTICE

Math Classes Schedule Change

The dates of some of the classes have been changed. If you had
planned to attend any, please note the date changes.

Class times are still Tuesdays and Thursdays,
3:00 - 5:30 , Conference Room #4.

Date Class & Goals

3/19 5. Comparing Fractions, Decimals, and Percents
3/21 The student will change fractions to decimals,
3/26 decimals to percents, and be able to compute
3/28 equal values of each.

4/2 6. Right Triangle Formulas / Calculations
4/4 Using right triangle formula charts and a sci-

entific calculator, the student will calculate
unkmown angles or sides.

4/9 7. Measurement/ Averages/ Ranges
4/11 The student will measure and compare five

parts with P given rrifmn and compute simple
averages and ranges.

4/16 S. Metric Conversions
4/18 Using formula charts the student will convert

standard measurements to metric measures.



.

0;

,

AGENDA
Supervisor Brainstorming

Is There a Need for a Repeat Math Class?

1. How many employees in your department need math upskilling?

2. Ideas on possible ways of rewarding students.

3. Ideas on class length and times.



MATH SKELLS SCHEDULE

May 14, 1991 Pretest
Read and Compare Decimal Values

May 16, 1991 Calculate Decimal Tolerances
Compare Decimal Values of Five Parts

May 21, 1991 Decimal Post Test
Introduction to Fractions/Mixed Numbers

May 23, 1991 Add/Subtract Fractions
Convert Fractions to Decimals

May 28, 1991 Fraction Post Test
Meaning of Percent

May 30, 1991 Compare Fractions, Decimals, & Percents

June 4, 1991 Solve Percent Problems with the Calculator

June 6, 1991 Post Test

Skill Builders MT 5/14/91



Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any VMployees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

Name_

Phone

Job Title (FS-Q Q5..CLx\(..., Length of time at Leupold & Stevens 6 \-(

Single Head of Household: yes no

1. How do you use math in your present job?

'.6- C6- Ca_

2. What are your most important math needs?

, ck-

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

A ' tr Lkti,\ " q:1`. 0 4.; 41114` CAf.

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

\IQ. Sk-E.A.,-vitz a f--4-c4tA 'cuLcs -?uAci-1.5-1,...:1:j- i i cr f.f<'c

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

-.- ,
i L...

/-
Skillbuildcrs MT 2/8/91
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Blueprint Math Applications

Name. Entry Date

Skllibuliders MT 2/8/91

Module Pre-Test
Activities

Post Test.
3 1 4 5

Calculator Math

2 Blue erint Math/S bols r2MallaCell
I- t P
fe, I P.1 (44 .,( ( -,5

:.
\\( c r)101 VO 'IC*--

'\-M \ ''.17C:

,tv k 5
sv vr, ... t:q.ril

)(ki 1 , i. ('eirs)

,

. 3 Decimals ' 7 INENRIMINEMCIE
'' r irl,!/.k 1 0

Ci t` r ( yirOf i s'r

: ' '. , ff;,. - LI ,

e',

7

(5

I I/ '

C

IV

1-1`6'
( 1 1

---'4-- 4. Fractions %

41)1,0 \ ', (or' ,

-7,777--7-7-11W
5/,619/

.)

Cr r pi

I

I"

-,. 1 ,,

i.th.......

( ntf
(.0P

.1.71i1,

-1

q y

641

rr._,
v",

261/
(L?

s.;.ttlak.

KT

I iii

0,1
01/,f05. Comparing Fractions, Decimals,

/ 2 ;'/ Percentr--a-r #2e to F r ir ' tie ee -:,.

,z.:,(...1_,..iii

'MI66. Measurement/Averages/Ranges

7. Metric Conversions _i__,__c ( , 1, r ,

8. RI ht Than le Formulas/Calculations ..7 t



Blueprint Math Applications
..._

ThNote: ese questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signi ng your 1

name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any employees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you. i
Name_

Phone #.

Job Title l'ylt Ife.,1_4"11 CL-re- 2,,c_k Length of time at Leupold & Ste ens /61/4

Single Head of Household: yes no 1/r

9.....
1. How do you use math in your present job?

.-zaa.. cLILI z; 0 ad_ ic.)

2. What are your most important math needs?

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

k azt,/z fi, Acs eitam ,i2la4Led

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

. &id

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes')

2) RidiL) cedezded6t) (.2

/i2 ,
SI. llbuilders MT 2/8/91
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Blueprint Math Applications

Name_ Entry Date

SkIlthulklers MT 2/8/.91

Module Pre-Test
Activities

Post Test
1 2 3 4 5

. Calculator Math
7tieii?/

',':1 / / f 1

1 / ' I'
A1' ':Iir )' !.

2. Bluerint Math/S mbols

3. Decimals

4 Fractions

5. Comparing Fractions, Decimals,
Percents

6. Measurement/Averages/Ranges

7. Metric Conversions

H. Right Triangle Formulas/Calculations



Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any ceMployees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

Name

Phone It.

Job Title / '6k-in Length of time at Leupold & Stevens

Single Head of Household: yes no
(//

1. How do you use math in your present job?

2. What are your most important math needs?

7

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

Skillbullders MT 218/91



Blueprint Math Applications

Name_ Entry Date

Skillbulklers MT 2/8/91

Module Pre-Test
Activities

Post Test
2 3 45

. Calculator Math
0. *,5

--`4.-. 2. Blue rint Math/S bols r, /, .....,.. .

3. Decimals

Percents

8 . Right Triangle Formulas/Calculattons

_



Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program.
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

Name

Phone tt.

Job Title wC) 1
Single Head of Household: yes noX

Length of time at Leupold & Stevens

Signing your
,

any employees

1. How do you use math in your present job?

-1)k r;" r _ ik.O. PA f. .. . I ... A

2. What are your most important math needs?

----, -., ,,- A-EIC.c- -1 c

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

.... 4 Ga.1 ,,,cd, fi,...'.401 Liet rirt Set

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

\<...l...4 1 " .. . . ......i....1...

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

t::"Icit..kr 00' seAvve cilicitzlyk.9 wad .

Skillbuilden MT 218/91
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Blueprint Math Applications

Name. Entry Date (

Skillbuilders MT 2/8/91

Module Pre-Test
Activities

Post Test
2 3 4 I ra

1. Calculat yr Math

2, Blueprint Math/Symbols

3. Decinia ls
1 L, ,-- Li .

i

I

1./
'

± )3
i -. I .

%,v,,ii.«.-,

'I/
%it

VI'r,r

la,
-

i r. i ; f , 4

--4--)--
V 'I'. i ,ro il )..

1 7;72 2

Fractions / '
.; .

I

H./ `fl k 'r

r., l'
.11

5. Comparing Fractions, Decimals,
Percents

1 Measiirement/Averages/Ranges

7, Mettle Conversions
-

ft Right Triangle Formulas/Calculations



Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grani that sponsors this program. Signing Your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any employees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

Name.

Phone

Job Title Z.._ -,.; T:y14; .\ C.:"4C Y" Length of time at Leupold & Stevens //ye*-4 1/414/7/X4

Single Head of Household: yes -'r" no

1. How do you use math in your present job?

2. What are your most important math needs?

ild

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

cc ,--> r -t...__,%

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

..
A) ... c

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

Sca

Skalbudders MT 2:3r91



Blueprint Math Applications

Name_ Entry Date 1 I 1

Skifibulklers MT 2/8/91

Module Pre-Test
Activities

Post Test
ra

1. Calculator Math
I 1 ? 0 )

11- , ,. ,

i,
2. Blueprint Math/Symbols

3. Decirnah,

4. Fractions

5. Comparing Fractions, Decimals,
Percents

6. Measurement/Averages/Ran es

7. Metric Conversions

1. Right Trian.le Formulas/Calculations



Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any employees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

Name

Phone #_

Job Title4LA,,,,___
Single Head of Household: yes no

Length of time at Leupold & Stevens

/
1. How do you use math in your present job?

a . --, , a iif -__ .z c at I per)

2. What are your most important math needs?

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

' , ' C- C te ,

4. Will improving your mt. h skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

0 , .. a

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

* ' ex 0 e IIP

Skinwiders MT 2/8/91
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Blueprint Math Applications

Name_ Entry Date -t1

Skillbulklers MT 2/8/91

Module Pre-Test
Activities

Post Test
rJ

;/- Calculator Math
'-) 1 1( / .11 -,

' I . . .1, V t

, ) /'
I .1
- ,

4:- 2 Blue rint Math/S mbols , i ,.); :.-i ..

1 yl,rrl..f '3 cv .

Decimals ,/,,I, \ .61.1.3

, ,., : . .1. ,..4 , Y'l r
'1'1'

\I ok ic)i, il ' ' ,..' I' r

, . Fractions
_
....

.1

,

5. Comparing Fractions, Decimals,
Percents JLJUJ

6. Measurement/Averages/Ranges

7. Metric Conversions

S. Right Trianjle Formulas/Calculations



"""\, Blueprint Math A pplications

Note: These questions are for tht purposes of the grant that sponsors this program.
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

Signing your
any ceinployees

Name_

Phone #.

Job Title Length of time at Leupold & Stevens

Single Head of Household: yes no

1. How do you use math in your present job?

t'Dli).) t (.. r .
I 1_

2. What are your most important math needs?a P C oNS

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

-L.5\' W \ \ \(\`CI\ ccacii ri c I Pe i 1\di.S"

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

nil 1 r

.i.

Skillbuilders MT 2/8/91
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Blueprint Math Applications

Name_ Entry Date 11(0

Sk111hullders MT 2/8/91

Module Pre-Test
Activities

Post Test
1 2 3 4

I. Calculator Math

;1;4/ nig.6
+0 \ CA(

770
H v/2. Blueprint Math/Symbols

**)t, . . Decimals 214/1r .

.: ; 'I 1 f :Nr .

I

1

'11'2
,r11-.

Orior

"Jiza
VG ,
(e.,A,

1

111(S
1(0.,,d
-,.,

)

, i 1...2 1 0 Allip
...,,,_ .

, . ,'ractions iblhj lt:1 5
/I ,I17/9

t f .k, 4fl .

-,

fiP VIP .,

L. ( 1'1) C .1 n-, (1l.141rr

' 1,00(+0-1
vij

,,A, .

7\

( 0 ,., f ,
4A

5. Comparing Fractions, Decimals,
Percents

6. Measurement/Ayerages/Ranges

7. Metric Conversions

8. Right Triangle Formulas/Calculations

1 1 4 :

1 1 5



Blueprint Math Applications

C *\
Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any CetmOloyees
z)! Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

_.......)
Name

Phone #_

Job Title /11 (CH iS EllidLeR Length of time at Leupold & Stevens LI /roAireii

Single Head of Household: yes X no

1. How do you use math in your present job?

Keee5 track cc_ jrcdoAc...* ion Ackni.c+.1t5 it mu,* sc.4-Itckt.kA4.-

2. What are your most important math needs?

Gcnerc....1 ev etJ o fYi .r,s-t eve,r -4w-1 'n qc0.; 1 n beriy'Ct z

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

Bci-ki lAY-Ick.'Cli-cNsArt5 oc eqf +' rrick.k.e. evcci,.A.o3jar::, (-no( 12.,
4

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

VeS ?oss t:)\ k..,41 L 0 n'tf o \ co," S ui tf \J 1 LI () In rn c...,es %A; ':.C...4-J.r 0 C.

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

c1/4. n \ yn 40 re\ 1 CIA r f erNI'`.) 4' -`
J.C\C?

&_

Slullbuilders MT 218/91

I if;



Blueprint Math Applications

Name_

Skillbuilclers MT 2/8/91

Entry Date

Module Pre-Test
Activities

Post Test
1 2 '3 4 5

1. Calculator Math

(.-. 2. Blue mint Math/Symbols 2 1 '
V 4 0; pAo-

3 Decimals

4. Fractions

5. Comparing Fractions, Decimals,
Percents

6, Measurement/Averages/Ranges
..._

7. Metric Conversions

8, Right Trian_le Formulas/Calculations

117



Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program.
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank )u.

Y'N

Signing your
any employees

Name_

Phone

Job Title r, / /61 e _Si (..-94.,ength of time at Leupold & Stevens

Single Head of Household: yes / no

1/

,

1. How do you use math in your present job? -i-o .1- ?,-? /

A 4

2. What are your most important math needs? /

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

/71 &I).-0 re? ici r

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

JO h -I. r.:. r.) I-r1 -4... .1 v I 114- jl) t7 ',,f4 . _1 et

l

Skillbudders MT 2/8/91



Blueprint Math Applications

Name. Entry Date

Skillbulkiers MT 2/F4/91

Module Pre-Test
Activities

Post Test
1 2 3 4 5

--'1 1. Calculator Math
';/ ' / ,, i's;

1, II
1 ' ) ' ('

j v V V V 1/

r 6 1, , \r, ilt*

2. Blueprint Math/Symbols .?1,1?'

--,)( 3. Decimals 10/ i'll'g zilt " .:()

,

writ
ntc ,

/1 p ig & c

f, 4. Fractions 7-3 L ' .1 "1 , '1,1
',1

( ,.

r . tce / . 'n l .r I .

'I

1.°..
nr

ph,

5. Comparing Fractions, Decimals,
Percents

6. Measurement/Averages/Ranges

7. Metric Conversions

tc 8. Right Triangle Formulas/Calculation

(7)



Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any employees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

Name

Phone

Job Title ALength of time at Leupold & Stevens ^)

Single Head of Household: yes >< no

1. How do you use math in your present job? Lc.!.ZZ',-:.-r -71-/07\ .

/
2. What are your most important math needs? ,(,.5/C. _ C-et_)t_( 7,:-,--/C.,

-MA; ...-.--/oie.

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

--7--- CeXtz(C/ Oe fil.Ve --0 .Z&...,_ po61' .4.5 /

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain? /26-77'-- /9-7z- 7"/-;/...,^ -74//21& ,

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

-Tat .1---A j km u) / i rhe ect !cce

Skil1bui1ders MT 2/8/91



Blueprint Math Applications

Name Entry Date
i

Skillbullders MT 2/8/91

Module Pre-Test
Activities

Post Test
1 2 3 4 5

.
1. Calculator Ma th

' et io. p /..ariarks_ .,,
. q

:j
../ v..._:14,24_40=,..

2 Blueprint Math/S bols

1 dc) r I 11 P I

1P

7. " I1 %, -.3Z., 1 _L__Li____L_P(Vigil 6 Y

LLI.LL/°

"'\ 3 1)ecimals - ; .,.

-pc d«,,(41 v 0,0-..c.,
i',

\,. ( .

l'.-

(Ds

co
( ) ..-

// ro
dr,r 0 C c_

-FraCtiOnS 6 a ..4"

. - 21
1

9,,,,, 6.4

f rb \C)

10\45\091

'5 c(07Po

qi1115
Vqtr:der

,.

5. Comparing Fractions, Decimals,
Percents

_

6. Measurement/Averages/Ranges

7. Metric Conversions

r
8. Ri ht lriga_ngtf2t.ALs./_._rmilculauons_

1 13



Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is opt prial. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any employees
of Leupold dc Stevens. Thank you.

Name_

Phone

Job Title r".4c r pec ,rie,c-...)v\ Length of time at Leupold & Stevens Z.

Single Head of Household: yes no >.C.

1. How do you use math in your present job?

Cc,t8--i--i
2. What are your most important math needs?

3. How will improving your math skills improve

Li p

your job performance?

of moving to another job position?

..

,SELt

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances
What position do you hope to obtain?

tin - C ':-.." t

5. Wnat is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

Skillbullders MT 218/91

1 '"C I )



Blueprint Math Applications

Name_

Skllibuilders MT 2/8/91

OfEntry Date

Module Pre-Test
Activities

Post Test
1 2 3

1. Calculator Math

2 Blue rint Math/S bols

3. Decimals

4. Fractions .

5. Comparing Fractions, Decimals,
Percents

6. Measurement/Averages/Ranges

7. Metric Conversions

( 84 Right Triangle Formulas/Calculations
,

C \1 (

L

r

'f
I)r

1-- ' %.1, CA r ' i° '' . 1

127



Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any employees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.
\..

Name_

Phone

Job Title / ,//Yer ff,tesS fre2L,

Single Head of Household: yes no

Length of time at Leupold & Stevens /C, / (>4,i (.)

1. How do you use math in your present job?

7.-- ilA'ei-l//YE

2. What are your most important math needs?

t e14 i7ecy-es -1.-

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?
,

AY(3-7-ti-E4 j06 PC.' / 7-10/\/

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

27/AC-l/ /va-- .7e 7 c) 11 4L-ie-S 0 i.. = ./.,4 (./1/e..._

5. What is most important for you to accomplili by taking these math classes?

,,,,..ze,-/ Aa ,z_ r
...)

.,

Skillbuilders MT 2/8/91



Blueprint Math Applications

Name_ Entry Date

Skillbuilders MT 2/8/91

Module Pre-Test
Activities

Post Test 1

1 2 3 4 5

1. Calculator Math

2, Blueprint Math/Symbols

3. Decimals

4 Fractions _

5. Comparing Fractions, Decimals,
Percents

6. Measurenwnt/Averages/Ranges

_
7. Metric Conversbns

.......

, 8. RI Triangle
,

, .



Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any employees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

Name

Phone #

Job Title

Single Head of Household: yes no

Length of time at Leupold & Stevens 3 frK

V

1. How do you use math in your present job?

.

I. i Ced..n I (.- 4 4 , ., ) 44,4' Arm, Jotleme400_Lif

2. What are your most important math needs?

/a. demerrin,A1 Atre_. 43 o rre el-

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job perfortiance?

in-C L-,/ e.- 14 iL /iti edby iNtit. 4e*,194 /145

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

) 6e4 ./ev 0 0.7(7e

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

Pe, ir.c> Sti rt- :-7. t ot- Ova 4 t, potH/4,.:,

,
r...'n s of, el ; ,,..4-4,..0,4 c.,4

J

Skillbuildcrs MT 218/91



Blueprint Math Applications

Name Entry Date

Skillbullders MT 2/8/91

Module Pre-Test
Activities

Post Test
1 2 3 4 5

1. Calculator Math

2. Blueprint Math/Symbols
,-

3. Decimals

4. Fractions

5. Comparing Fractions, Decimals,
Percents

G. Measurement/Averages/Ranges

7. Metric Conversions

Right TrianOe Formulas/Calculations'I ,.:.; ,2-

W GerKed (VII 1//tre.'



ta

Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any employees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

Name

Phone #.

Job Title EC-HAi 1cl A Al

Single Head of Household: yes no

Length of time at Leupold & Stevens

1. How do you use math in your present job?

CA L.I.E it 1.. A s Allot ) PY /44 4M77..L.$ 7-c..)

2. What are your most important math needs?

31.14C P(0 wr- M A-7-1-1

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

lilj ,. ..15-7451-- _5,5-- 5 D 0 c A LC ..,,f

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

c,/°-

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

/...1" fd_g_i6 lAti..Z.r CC77.:.:.(t.5

Skillbuilders MT 2/8/91

134



Name

1. Define right triangle.

RIGHT TRIANGLE POST TEST

Date 1:-.

1414.S. OIVE "-157 A-A/64.0

2. Label each side of the right triangle with the correct word: base, height , hypot-
enuse, legs.

gelci

LE-TiS
f\S-=

3. In the above triangle, if angle a is 40 O, 20' , how many degrees is angle b?

to

4. Solve each of the following without using your calculator.

a) 'N/36 = b) 72 = Lñ

5. Use your calculator to solve the following.

a) .q1225 = -1

c) 142= 1 9 6

b) 42Tig = 7

d) 1352=

6. Where D = diagonal & S = sides. Solve for D. (D= S x 1.4142)

7
155-

a) A 5" square , D = , 07/ b) A 2.5" square, D = _

Skill Builders MT 4/2/91

13.5



-)

Right Triangle Post Test

7. Use the attached formula sheet to solve for the following triangles.

a) c = Q101 b)

18"

c)
a= .6"

.24"
1`

C=XP,

b=

page 2

b=.45"

8. Determine the diameter of the bolt circle if A = .120", B = .160". d = O -14

9. Use the attached formula sheet to solve for each set of values.

a) Find A. C = 5, D = 36.87° b) Find A. B = 4, D = 36.87°

A = D A = '2,

c) Find B. C = 5", D = 11.5° d) Find B. A = 1", D = 11.5°

B= B =

e) Find C. A = 11.4", D = 70°40' f) Find C. B = 4, D = 70°40'

C = c= ks-D(tS

10. a) Find D. A = .8", B = .15" b) Find D. B = .15", c = .17"

D =D= 11-3s2

13f;



Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to anyVmployees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

Name_

Phone

Job Title d). Length of time at Leupold & Stevens A4=r

Single Head of Household: yes no /
1. How do you use math in your present job?

c e.' 44) /4-44012, 2.1$(66,4Y241,84;0-i.s,-.1440 411

2. What are your most important math needs?
-

-7;=7; .

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

0144.nee ski/Zr- 7/-isy., Efr

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

46.14 _rXr///

Skillbuildcm MT 218,91

137



Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any e'mployees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

Name_

Phone

Job Titlerege, Length of time at Leupold & Stevens 43 tes
Single Head of Household: yes no

1. How do you use math in your present job?
,e, ,...,,,,..(..... 7 (:)/""14.40Vrtf S ..--

2. What are your most important math needs?
iei-ke,a41,4- cr--7.-iir

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?
As -f-e. r1f(,:ee.,e74

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

5. What is most important for you to a%omplish by ta.king these math classes?
77P ,e /-to-t.E 446o10-eve.c.7'4eftW J-K/S ..,6//

, ,
Skillbuilders MT 2/8/91



Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any ceitiiployees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

Name_

Phone #

Job Title Length of time at Leupold & Stevens / 2, c _s

Single Head of Household: yes / no

1. How do you use math in your present job?

i-loev 4- 0 hOo kJ gout.) IX
(Po p 4e C.

2. What are your most important math needs?

froVo w /mg, Woe& ke Pacc es seS JOra

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

Li 4

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

77 0A-)

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

7-) .1e/4 2 /1) cb 72- ) r\

Skillbuilders MT 2/8/91

1,3;)



Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any employees

Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

Name_

Phone

Job Title 07 a ; d 74 6 e /+-3 re", A kr Length of time at Leupold & Steveas g
Single Head of Household: yes no

1. How do you use math in your present job?

le..b,4 eat.,1,4 y-- urr-ii%, st-144Z

2. What are your most important math needs?

6( .tf.--.1"'"--4-'. '-.2 (64
3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

rh A tc e /3-te q.e_q -). Ge->,_

4. W:11 improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

Decinic, t

Skillbuilders MT 2/8/91



NAME_

MATH SKILLS RECORD SHEET

ENTRY DATE

SCO:E
May 14, 1991 Pretest -2, ---..

Read and Compare Decimal Values

May 16, 1991 Calculate Decimal Tolerances
Compare. Decimal Values of Five Parts

May 21, 1991 Decima.. Post Test
Introduction to Fractions/Mixed Numbers

May 23, 1991 Add/Subtract Fractions
Convert Fractions to Decimals

May 28, 1991 Fraction Post Test
Meaning of Percent

May 30, 1991 Compare Fractions, Decimals, & Percents

June 4, 1991 Solve Percent Problems

June 6, 1991 Post Test for All Components -
i

Skill Builders MT 5/14/91

1 ii



Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the nurposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown tc any employees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

Name_

Phone it_

;I
Job Title b #2. Ciar 14- Length of time at Leupold & Stevens Ty,

Single Head of Household: yes Yno

1. How do you use math in your present job?

2. What are your most important math needs?

- (1
-

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?
,

1 f
ii

k.). fr A e t' n-A, P ctioSel 14"i6 e cr,tz, /frig e44,i 42,07 f`

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

5 yvia cA .1'. 06 op e/q/70,-

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

3 0 Ss S

Skillbuilders MT 2/8/91



NAME,

MATH SKILLS RECORD SHEET

ENTRY DATE

SCQRE
May 14, 1991 Pretest / i --

Read and Compare Decimal Values

May 16, 1991 Calculate Decimal Tolerances
C-rnpare Decimal Values of Five Parts

May 21, 19' Decimal Post Test /

Introduction to Fractions/Mixed Numbers ,-
,

May 23, 1991 Add/Subtract Fractions
Convert Fractions to Decimals

May 28, 1991 Fraction Post Test
Meaning of Percent

May 30, 1991 Compare Fractions, Decimals, & Percents

June 4, 1991 Solve Percent Problems

June 6, 1991 Post Test for All Components

,

Skill Builders MT 5/14/91

I 13



Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will nu, be shown to any employees

Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

Name

Phone

Job TitleMAA doC Length of time at Leupold & Stevens 3 \ii-eaX 5

Single Head of Household: yes no

1. How do you use math in your present job?

A ,.. .-- 5 c.) b-kca_c--\ 614\e>415 k o.A.5

2. What are your most important math needs?

$ubks&c.Ar

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

- A cp.SCk-f

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

Skillbuilders MT 218/91



NAME_

MATH SKILLS RECORD SHEET

ENTRY DATE s_C;- J(---i 9 /

SCORE

J7
T3' 4*May 14, 1991 Pretest

Read and Compare Decimal Values

May 16, 1991 Calculate Decimal Tolerances
Compare. Decimal Values of Five Parts

May 21, 1991 Decimal Post Test 14S-
Introduction to Fractions/Mixed Numbers

May 23, 1991 Add/Subtract Fractions
Convert Fractions to Decimals

May 23, 1991 Fraction Post Test
Meaning of Percent

May 30, 1991 Compare Fractions, Decimals, er. Percents

June 4, 1991 Solve Percent Problems

June 6, 1991 Post Test for All Components

Skill Builders MI' 5/14/91

l l 5



Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signik, your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any employees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

Name_

Phone #

Job Title

Single Head of Household: yes_Z,_ no

Length of time at Leupold & Stevens J l k

1. How do you use math in your present job?
I

1ar C C. eb ., t 1 _A , 05f (7 ya id osi
Muir, I (3

)

2. What are your most important math needs?

4._.1.te, L rwy,uc,

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

Skillbuilders MT 2/8/91

1 f;



NAME_

MATH SKILLS RECORD SHEET

ENTRY DATE

May 14, 1991 Pretest .:

Read and Compare Decimal Values .---

May 16, 1991 Calculate Decimal Tolerances
v

Compare. Decimal Values of Five Parts
-

May 21, 1991 Decimal Post Test
Introduction to Fractions/Mixed Numbers v

May 23, 1991 Add/Subtract Fractions
Convert Fractions to Decimals

May 28, 1991 Fraction Post Test f

/

Meaning of Percent

May 30, 1991 Compare Fractions, Decimals, & Percents

June 4, 1991 Solve Percent Problems

June 6, 1991 Post Test for All Components

Skill Builders MT 5/14/91

1 17



Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any-eMployees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

Name

Phone

Job Length of time at Leupold & Stevens A it. e eA s

Single Head of Household: yes no. V

I. How do you use math in your present job?

2. What are your most important math needs?

tit c , y flke

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

"'(.) h 0 (I ,. 4. i A t c f- /, , f

Skillbuilden MT 218191

IS



NAME_

MATH SKILLS RECORD SHEET

7

ENTRY DATE

11
SCORE

May 14, 1991 Pretest
Read and Compare Decimal Values

May 16, 1991 Calculate Decimal Tolerances
Compare Decimal Values of Five Parts

May 21, 1991 Decimal Post Test
Introduction to Fractions/Mixed Numbers

May 23, 1991 Add/Subtract Fractions
Convert Fractions to Decimals

May 28, 1991 Fraction Post Test
Meaning of Percent

IMay 30, 1991 Compare Fractions, Decimals, & Percents

June 4, 1991 Solve Percent Problems

June 6, 1991

L..
Post Test for All Components

-..z.

Skill Builders MT 5/14/91



.
. Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any `employees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

A

Name

Phone #_

Job Title (2?der I--; Ii(er Length of time at Leupold & Stevens -2 Yr-c,--C;os"-

Single Head of Household: yes noX

1. How do you use math in your present job?
,

r pvg 471- Or Ordefrj

2. What are your most important math needs?

,qcd: -//.4 s vA (Ka c v /71-;"/;c-a740/7 a1/2:7( 1/;//`5;o1--/

3. How will improving your math sldlls improve your job performance?

j--/-- IA/ 7/ 17104e OA r ,C /nafr--e. a 6-6yr-a 71 .e.,,71

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

----.1.

Skillbuilders MT 2/8/91

1 5 ( )



NAME_

MATH SKILLS RECORD SHEET

ENTRY DATE qL)

CO '
May 14, 1991 Pretest -29

Read and Compare Decimal Values

May 16, 1991 Calculate Decimal Tolerances
Compare. Decimal Values of Five Parts

May 21, 1991 Decimal Post Test
36

Introduction to Fractions/Mixed Numbers

May 23, 1991 Add/Subtract Fractions
Convert Fractions to Decimals

May 28, 1991 Fraction Post Test --(-)7-q-

Meaning of Percent

May 30, 1991 Compare Fractions, Decimals, & Percents

June 4, 1991 Solve Percent Problems

June 6, 1991 Post Test for All Components

Skill Builders MT 5/14/91

1 5 1



Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any et'liPloyees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

Name_

Phone II

Job Title Assembler Length of time at Leupold & Stevens 3r

Single Head of Household: yes no )(

1. How do y )u use math in your present job?

.. r IC I

2. What are your most important math needs?

Au._ ,

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

Mate C111.,Sqic CCe. t '2, I

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

k(Z-S

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

Skillbullders MT 21801

152



MATH SKILLS RECORD SHEET

NAME_

ed
ENTRY DATE

."---.__7z./c.)SCORE
May 14, 1991 Pretest

Read and Compare Decimal Values

May 16, 1991 Calculate Decimal Tolerances
Compare. Decimal Values of Five Parts

May 21, 1991 Decimal Post Test 3/ -1,5__.
Introduction to Fractions/Mixed Numbers

May 23, 1921 Add/Subtract Fractions
Convert Fractions to Decimals

May 28, 1991 Fraction Post Test
Meaning of Percent

May 30, 1991 Compare Fractions, Decimals, & Percents

June 4, 1991 Solve Percent Problems

June 6, 1991 Post Test for All Components

Skill Builders MT 5/14/91
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B lueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optionl. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any employees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

Name_

Phone #

Job Title Length of time at Leupold & Stevens /iv
Single Head of Household: yes no

1. How do you use math in your present job?

2. What are your most important math needs?

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

4. Will improving your math sicills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

Skillbuilders MT 2/8/91
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NAME_

dr)
MATH SKILLS RECORD SHEET C-0

ENTRY DATE

Pretest
SCORE

ILI/5" 11May 14, 1991
Read and Compare Decimal Values /

May 16, 1991 Calculate Decimal Tolerances /
Compare. Decimal Values of Five Parts

May 21, 1991 Decimal Post Test
,

Introduction to Fractions/Mixed Numbers

May 23, 1991 Add/Subtract Fractions
Convert Fractions to Decimals

May 28, 1991 Fraction Post Test
Meaning of Percent

May 30, 1991 Compare Fractions, Decimals, & Percents

June 4, 1991 Solve Percent Problems

June 6, 1991 Post Test for All Components

......_

Skill Builders MT 5/14/91



LEARNER
&

SUPERVISOR
EVALUATIONS

Winter Evaluations

Spring Evaluations



Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Math Classes
Learner Evaluation

Rate each item by circling one number in each row.

1. This class has been

very interesting 5 4 3 2 1 vIry boring

2. This class was

very hard 5 4 3 2 1 very easy

3. On the job this class helped me

to do more accurate 5 4 3 2
work

1 not at all

4. The instructor was

interesting 5 4 3 2 1 boring

5. I understood what I was supposed to learn

most of the time 5 4 3 2 1 rarely

6. The materials were directly related to the objective

always 5 4 3 2 1 rarely

7. Sufficient practice exercises were included

too many 5 4 3 2 1 too few

8. I received sufficient feedback on my practice exercises

always 5 4 3 2 1 rarely

9. The tests measured my performance on the objectives

always 5 4 3 2 1 never

Skill Builders MT Rev 6/13/91
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Learner Survey page 2

10. I received sufficient feedback on my test results.

always 5 4 3 2 1 never

11. After being in this class, I would

like to have more 5 4
training like this

3 2 1 no moretrain-

ing like this

13. What can you do now that you could not do before taking this class?

14. Has this course helped you meet or work toward any of your personal goals? If so,
how?

15. Would you recommend this course to a co-worker? Why or why not?

16. What did you like best about this course? Least?

PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTHIA SWANSON BY EINE20,1221,

IHANEyQuEayigimaiLa



Leupold & S tevens, Inc.

Math Skills Class

SUPERVISOR EVALUATION

Participant Job Title

What effect did the participation in the math class have on your employee? Circle the number that
applies for each item.

1. The trainee indicated that the course was well designed and helpful.

Very well done 5 4 3 2 1 poor

2. He/she mastered the material he/she was taught.

definitely 5 4 3 2 1 not at all

3. He/she has greater cooperation and/or problem solving ability since the class.

5 4 3 2 1 I see no differ-

ence

Yes

4. The trainee applies the skills learned in class on the job.

5 4 3 2 1 1 see no differ-
ence

5. How do you think the employee will be able to handle new procedures introduced into
your department?

.I/Iiich better 5 4 3 2 1 Much worse

6. What was the most positive effect of this course on the employee?

THANK YOU YOUR
PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTHIA SWANSON BY JUNE 20. 1991.
Skill Builders MT rev. 6/13/91
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Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Math Classes
Learner Evaluation

Rate each item by circling one number in each row,

1. This class has been

very interesting 5 0 3 2 1

1

very boring

2. This class was

very hard 5 4 CD 2 1 very easy

3. On the job this class helped me

to do mor. uccurate 0 4 3 2
work 1 not at all

4. The instructor was

interesting 5 4) 3 2 1 boring

5. I understood what I was supposed to learn

most of the time 5 4 0 2 1 rarely

6. The materials were directly related to the objective

always 5 0 3 2 1 rarely

7. Sufficienc practice exercises were included

IOU many 5 3 2 1 too few

8. I received sufficient feedback on my practice exercises

always 0 4 3 2 1 rarely

9. The tests measured my performance on the objectives

always 5
C.-) 3 2k 1 never

Skill Builders MT 5(2/91



Learner Survey page 2

always

10. I received sufficient feedback on my test results.

4

11. After being in this class, I would

like to have more 5
training like this

®

12. This class has been

very useful to me 5
CD

3 2 1 never

3 2 1 no moretrain-

ing like this

3 2 1 totally useless
on the job

to me on the job

\..
13. What can you do now that you could not do before taking this class?

i

14. Has this course helped you meet or work toward any of your personal goals? If so,
how?

15. Would you recommend this course to a co-worker? Why or why not?

16. What did you like best about this course?

PLEASE RETURN TIES EVALUATION TO ANTHIA SWANSON BY MAY 16. 1991.

luAmLy_caugLiQualspial



Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Math Classes
Learner Evaluation

Rate each item by circling one number in each row.

1.

very interesting

This class has been

: 5 4 3 2\-----' 1 very boring

2.

very hard

This class was

5 4 3 2 1 very easy

3. On the job this class helped me

to do more accurate 5 4 3 2work 1

, --

Q.:Lot at all

4.

interesting

The instructor was

5 4 c3 2 1 boring

5.

most of the time

I understood what I was supposed to learn

, 5 4 3 2 1 rarely

6.

always

The materials were directly related to the objective

5 4 3 2 1 rarely

7.

LAO many

Sufficient practice exercises were included

(---'-'5 4
3 2 1 too few

8.

always

I received sufficient feedback on my practice exercises

5 4 3 2 1 rarely

9.

always

The tests measured my performance on the objectives
--(

5 4 3 2 1 never
Skill Builders MT 5/2/91



Learner Survey page 2

always

10. I received sufficient feedback on my test results.

5 4 3 2 1 never

11. After being in this class, I would

like to have mom 5
training like this

4 3 2 1 no moretrain-
ing like this

12. This class has been

very useful to me 5
on the job

4 3 2 1 totally useless
to me on the job

13. What can you do now that you could not do before taking this class?

14. Has this course helped you meet or work toward any of your personal goals? If so,
how?

15. Would you recommend this course to a co-worker? Why or why not?

16. What did you like best about this course?

PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTFIIA SWANSON BY MAY112,122.1,

THANK YOU FOR YOURINPUT!

f; 4



Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Math Classes
Learner Evaluation

Rate each item by circling one number in each row.

1.

-t ry interesting

This class has been

1 a
?--c-)N\ 4 3 2 1 very boring

2.

very hard

This class was

5 4 2 1 very easy

3. On the job this class helped me

to do more accurate 5 ,c5 3 2work
.

1 not at all

4.

imeresting

The instructor was
_

i S 4 3 2 1 WI ing

5.

most of the time

I understood what I was supposed to learn
-._---,
5 i 4 3 2...." 1 rarely

6.

always

The materials were directly related to the objectiw

4 3 2 1 rarely

7.

too many

Sufficient practice exercises were included

5 4 3 2 1 too few
8.

always

I received sufficient feedback on my practice exercises

5 ; 4 3 2 1 rarely
9.

always

__.

The tests measurtd my performance on the objectives
,---

5 , 4 3 2 I never
Skill Builders MT 5/2/91
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Learner Survey page 2

always

10. I received sufficient feedback on my test results.

r5-) 4 3 2 1 never

11. After being in this class, I would

like to have more

training like this
r'ts- 4 3 2 1 no moretrain-

ing like this

12. This class has been

very useful to me _.52
on the job

4 3 2 1 totally useless
to me on the job

13. What can you do now that you could not do before taking this class?

14. Has this coui se helped you meet or work toward any of your personal goals? If so,
h,ow?

15. Would you recommend this course to a co-worker? Why or why not?

z77
0(

e / /d2a1
16. What did you like best about this course?

PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTHIA SWANSON BY MAY 16. 1991.

niziajailimnuainim



Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Math Classes
Learner Evaluation

Rate each item by circling one number in each row.

1. This class has been(
very interesting 5 4 3 2 1 very boring

2. This class was

1 very easy
very hard 5 4 2

3. On the job this class helped me

1

---,

not at all
to do more accurate 5 4 so 2
work

4. The instructor was

interesting 4 3 2 1 boring

5. I understood what I was supposed to learn

most of the time 5 4 T 2 1 rarely

6. The materials were directly related to the objective

always 4 3 2 1 rarely

7. Sufficient practice exercises were included

WO m an y 5 4 3 2 1 too few

8. I received sufficient feedback on my practice exercises

always 4 3 2 1 rarely

9. The tests measured my performance on the objectives

always 5 3 2 1 never

Skill Builders MT 512/91
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Learner Survey

always

page 2

10. I received sufficient feedback on my test results.

4 3 2 1 never

11. After being in this class, I would

like to have more

training like this
4 3 2 1 no moretrain-

ing like this

12. This class has been

very useful to me
on the job , 4 3 2 1 totally useless

to me on the job

13. What can you do now that you could not do before taking this class?

yet. L.,letateieg, ,se.

Ed k- S / 0 ve...1

14. Has this course helped you meet or work toward any of your personal goals? If so,
how?

..MIt
15. Would you recommend this course to a co-worker? Why or why not?

yes, / Aa hrt. Weetz2-0,aec, 4ve--
ifio,e-k p4 4-.4- vsze 445:_. 14- 4 ,C' 5

16. What did you like best about this course?

YA v2. ":7-se.4 4,144114e-, _54:7 .ta'sas ?4, ea.)

PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTHIA SWANSON BY MAY 16,1221,

ThANK YOU FORiataimm



Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Math Classes
Learner Evaluation

Rate each item by circling one number in each row.

1. This class has been

very interesting (.) 4 3 2 1 very boring

2. This class was

very hard 5 4 2 1 very easy

3. On the job this class helped me

to do more accurate 5 4 3 2work 0 not at all

4. The instructor was
,

interesting 4 3 2 1 boring

5. I understood what I was supposed to le=

most of the time 5 3 2 1 rarely

6. The materials were directly related to the objective

always (-5:, 4 3 2 1 rarely

7. Sufficient practice exercises were included

too many 4 3 2 1 too few

8. I received sufficient feedback on my practice exercises
r----\

always 5 'I 4 3 2 1 r arely

9. The tests measured my performance on the objectives
-...( )

always ( 5 4 3 2 1 never

Skill Builders MT 5/2/91
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Learner Survey

always

10. received sufficient feedback on my test results.

5 4 2

11. After being in this class, I would

like to have more

training like this
4

12. This class has been

very useful to me 5 4
on the job

page 2

never

3 2 1 no moretrain-

ing like this

3 2 totally useless
to me on the job

13. What can you do now that you could not do before taking this class?

p,
.1A.,

14. Has this course helped you meet or work toward any of your personal goals? If so,
how?

1-- 7

15. Would you recommend this course to a co-worker? Why or why not?

-

16. What did you like best about this course?

416,

PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTIEA SWANSON BY MAY_ML.122.1,

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INPUT!.



EGET MANGLES

TO KNOWN
FIND PARTS FORMULA

[

SAMPLE.
A 3
B - 4
C 5
D-36.87°
E- 53.13°

CALCULATOR APPLICATION
(: = "ENTER")

Texas Instrument - 34

A C&D CxSIND=A :C:x :D:SIN: =

A B&D Bx TAND=A :B:x :D:TAN: =

C&B :C:X2::B:Xl: =:2nd:Nii-40 .132 = A

B C&D Cx COSD=B :C:x:D:COS: =

B A&D _6_=B
TAND

:A:+:D:TAN:=

B C&A :C:X2:.:A:X2:=:2nd:45Z4C2 A2 = B

C A&D _A_ =C
SND

:A:+:D:SIN:=

:B:+:D:COS:=C

_I
B&D _a_ =C

COSD

:A:X2:+:B:X2:=:2nd: :NMA&B 4A2+ B2=C

A&C A =SIND
C

:A:+:C:=:2nd:SIN

B&C a =COSD
C

:B:+:C:=:2nd:COS

7:., )
A&B A = TAN D :A::B:=:2nd:TAN

Skillbuilders SC/MT Rev. 2/6/91
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Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Math Classes
Learner Evaluation

Rate each item by circling one number in each row.

1. This class has been

very interesting
(./-5:-.) 4 3 2 1 very horing

2. This class was

very hard 5 c 3 2 1 very easy
3. On the job this class helped me

to do more accurate 5 4) 3 2...work ...' not at all

4. The instructor was

interesting r5----, 4 3 2 1 boring
5. I understood what I was supposed to learn

most of the time 4 3 2 1 rarely
6. The materials were directly related to the objective

always (.--2,) 4 3 2 1

1

rare!

:oo few

7. Sufficient practice exercises were included

Mtoo many \......D.2_ 4 3 2

8. I received sufficient feedback on my practice exercises

always /75-.' 4 3 2 I rarely
9. The tests measured my performance on the objectives

(---.) 4 3 2
always

1 neve
Skill Builders MT 5/2/91



Learner Survey
page 2

10. I received sufficient feedback on my test results.

always

like to have more

training like this

4 3 2 1 never

11. After being in this class, I would

4 3 2 1 no moretrain-

ing like this

12. This class has been

very useful to me
on the job

4 3 2 1 totally useless
to me on the job

13. What can you do now that you could not do before taking this class?

der-e.e.S.4 G7t7

eA4Ae-/7/61-Z,) SeCT Ay/Lora/ 14
14. Has this course helped you meet or work toward any of your personal goals? If so,

how?

15. Would you recommend this course to a co-worker? Why or why not?

16. What did you like best about this co4rse?

PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTH1A SWANSON BY 146,..L1.11.2.

e:e_eed42,El

THANK YOU FOR YOUR It/Lat
4I, i ,N/ se,/ fxr..../ .4t)

e,L, 41474 74*%,.s e%s's does /0,7 ,efireseAol
,4 4,./74 ri.e4.14 . See- .16/4-416-d,Alfes.

11//4y t7er dt.y74 m,+ yet. d4OGS & edoa 4/ he di....fed,

1



Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Math Classes
Learner Evaluation

Rate each item by circling one number in each row.

1.

very interesting

This class has been

5 4 3 2 1 very boring

2.

very hard

This class was

5 4 0 2 1 very easy

On the job this class helped me

to do more accurate 5 4 gl° 2work 1 not at all

4.

interesting

The instnictor was

5 4 3 2 1 boring
5.

most of the time

I understood what I was supposed to learn

4 3 2 1 rarely
6.

always

The materials were directly related to the objective

5 3 2 1 rarely

7.

, too many

Sufficient practice exercises were included

5 4
AP 2 1

1

too few

rarely

8.

always

I received sufficient feedback on my practice exercises

5 4 3 2

9.

always

The tests measured my performance on the uojectives

5 0 3 2 1 never
Skill Builders MT 5/2/91



Learner Survey
page 2

10. I received sufficient feedback on my test results.

always 5 3 2 1 never

11. After being in this class, I would

like to have more 5

training like this
3 2 1 no moretrain-

ing like this

12. This class has been

very useful to me 5
on the job

4 2 1 totally useless
to me on the job

13. What can you do now that you could not do before taldng this class?

IAm A/1,:A.,L-- ep_eet_rr/4 r Dc

411 / icf-- ", 7-A r/a/.2...c

14. Has this cause helped you meet or work toward any of your personal goals? If so,
how?

220 ±1/C

15. Would you recommend this course to a co-worker? Why or why not?

D A/E6/-

16. What did you like best about this course?

L. cc_

PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTHIA SWANSON BY MAY 16. 1991,

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INPUTL

175
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Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Math Classes
Learner Evaluation

Rate each item by circling one number in each row.

1.

very interesting

This class has been

5 g 3 2 1 very boring

2.

very hard

This class was

-----
5 4 C3_.)

1 very CaS y
_

3. On the job this class helped me

to do more accurate 5 eG) 3 2work 1. not at all

4.

interesting

The instructor was

5 4 3 2 1 boring

5.

most of the time

I understood what I was supposed to learn

4 3 2 1 rarely

6.

always

The materials were directly related to the objective

5 4 3 2 1 rarely

7.

too many

Sufficient practice exercises were included

5 ,r(-4--) 3 2 1 too few

8.

always

I received sufficient feedback on my practice exercises

5/ 4 3 2 1 rarely

9.

always

The tests measured my performance on the objectives

5 (4 3 2 1 never

Skill Builders MT 50/91
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Learner Survey

always

page 2

10. I received sufficient feedback on my test results.

5 3 2 1 never

11. A.er being in this class, I would

like to have more 5
training like this

3 3 2 1 no moretrain-
ing like this

12. This class has been

very useful to me
on the job

4 3 2 1 totally useless
to me on the

13. What can you do now that you could not do before taking this class?

14. Has this course helped you meet or work toward any of your personal goals? If so,how?

15. Would you recommend this course to a co-worker? Why or why not?

16. What did you

f?")).- ) .

e best about this course?

PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTHIA SWANSON BY MAY 16. 1991.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INPUT!

177
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Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Math Classes
Learner Evaluation

Rate each item by circling one number in each row,

1. This class has been

very interesting 4 3 2 1 very boring

2. This class was

1 very easy

(---
very hard 5 4 3 .-)

3. On the job this class helped me

1 not at all

to do more accurate 5 (II4I) 3 2work

4. The instructor was

1 boring

interesting D 4 3 2

5. I understood what I was supposed to learn

most of the time 5 4 3 2 1 rarely

6. The materials were directly related to the objective

always 5 4 3 2 1 rarely

1 too few

7. Sufficient practice exercises were included

too many 5 3 2

8. I received sufficient feedback on my practice exercises

1 rarely

always 4 3 2

9. The tests measured my performance on the objectives

always 4 3 2 I never

Skill Builders MT 5/2/91



Learner Survey

10. I received sufficient feedback on my test results.

always 4 3 2 1

11. After being in this class, I would

like to have more 5 3 2 1 no moretrain-
training like this

ing like this

page 2

never

12. This class has been

very useful to me
on the job

13. What can you do now that you could not do before taking this class?

S-ecur-e, \CY1(c--iz)

4 3 2 1 totally useless
to me on the job

.w.../

14. Has this course helped you meet or work toward any of your personal goals? If so,
how?

\CN.

15. Would you recommend this course to a co-worker? Why or why not?

vS.

C., 6 ("\-\ (\.) n
16. What did you like best about this courst..:?

erc\tfc\-

r\-eQ/J

PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTHIA SWANSON BY MAY 16. 1991.

ILIALLY..211.Q&y_Quamplai

1 7



Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Blueprint Math Classes

S UPERVIS OR EVALUATION

Participant. Job Title C A to 11

What effect did the participation in the math class have on your employee? Circle the number in
that applies for each item.

F
Very well done 3 2

1. The trainee indicated that the course was well designed and helpful.

poor

2. Hashe mastered the material he/she was taught.

definitely 5 3 2 1 not at all

3. He/she has greater cooperation and/or problem solving ability since the class.

5 3 2 1 see no differ-

ence

4. The trainee applies the skills learned in class on the job.

Yes 5 3 2 1 I see no differ-
ence

5. How do you think the employee will be able to handle new procedures introduced into
your department?

1 Muth worseOctter 3

6. What was the most positive effect of this course on the employee?

-"E 4-n

eJ

L S
THANK YOU FOR YOUR INPUT!
PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTI-HA SWANSON BY MAY 16. 1991,
Skill Builders MT 5/2/91
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Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Blueprint Math Classes

SUPERVISOR EVALUATION

Participant_ Job Title/111 Tiru+s-gd it4S-Gs.41-°`-- 3
What effect did the participation in the math class have on your employee? Circle the number in
that applies for each item.

1. The trainee indicated that the course was well designed and helpful.

L3
Very well done 5 4 2 1 poor

2. He/she mastered the material he/she was taught.

defmitely 5 4 3 .2 1 not at all1

3. He/she has greater cooperation and/or problem solving ability since the class.

5 4 3 1 I see no differ-

ence

4. The trainee applies the skills learned in class on the job.

5 4
:/-3-----)

2 1 1 see no differ--- ence

5. How do you think the employee will be able to handle 1,,lw procedures introduced into
your department?

Much better 5 4 2 1 Much worse

6. What was the most positive effect of this course on the employee?

Ce-62 cL oNvifIced Abvseir

0_ 0 K,i0 (4,-02 pos 7\4

NeA s L6r a4 r

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INPUT!
PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTHIA SWANSON BY MAY.16,_1221,
Skill Builders MT 5/2/91



Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Blueprint Math Classes

SUPERVISOR EVALUATION

Participant_ Job Title-V---(6)

What effect did the participation in the math class have on your employee? Circle the number in
that applies for each item.

1. The trainee indicated that the course was well designed and helpful.

Very well done 5 4 3 2 1 poor

2. He/she mastered the material he/she was taught.

definitely 5 (. 4 3 2 1 not at all

3. He/she has greater cooperation and/or problem solving ability since the class.

5 4 (3D 2 1 I see no differ-

ence

Yes

4. The trainee applies the sldlls learned in class on the job.

5) 4 3 2 1 I see no differ-
ence

5. How do you think the employee will be able to handle new procedures introduced into
your department?

Much better 5 4 3 2 1 Much worse

6. What was the most positive effect of this course on the employee?
-

,

/

^

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INPUT!
PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTHIA SWANSON BY MAY 16. 1991.
Skill Builders MT 5/2/91



Participant.

Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Blueprint Math Classes

SUPERVISOR EVALUATION

Job Tide

What effect did the participation in the math class have on your employee? Circle the number in
that applies for each item.

1. The trainee indicated that the course was well designed and helpful.

Very well done 5 4 3 2 1 poor

2.

definitely

3.

He/she mastered the material he/she was taught

5 3 2 1 not at all

He/she has greater cooperation and/or problem solving ability since the class.

5 4 2 1 I see no differ-

ence

Yes

4. The trainee applies the skills learned in class on the job.

4 2 I see no differ-
ence

5. How do you think the employee will be able to handle new procedures introduced into
your depanment?,

Much better 5 ; 4 3 2 1 Much worse_I.....____
6, What was the most positive effect of this course ott the employee?

i

/': / e /
..mow4e...Z.-1*/ /,

-
,4 7-- y 1 /

.1:2-e 2,---- ,-A- ,_: e...y _....---,- _,..- 4_J.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INPUT!
PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTHIA SWANSON BY MAY 16. 1991.
Skill Builders MT 512/91



Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Blueprint Math Classes

SUPERVISOR EVALUATION

Participant_ Job Title

What effect did the participation in the math class have on your employee? Circle the number in
that applies for each item.

1. The trainee indicated that the course was well designed and helpful.

Very viull done 5 3 2 1 NOT

2. He/she mastered the material he/she was taught.

definitely 5 4

3.

2 1

MAn.110

rtot at all

He/she has greater cooperation and/or problem solving ability since the class.

5 4
2

1 I see no differ-

ence

4. The trainee applies the skills learned in class on the job.

Yes 5 4 3 2 1 I see no differ-
ence

5. How do you think the employee will be able to handle new procedures introduced into
your department?

Much better 5 4 2

6. What was the most positive effect of this course on the employee?

.' C.\

Much worse

(4_ue-c,.. cc.-T) c:; `\\1,2L:%_1,.

c.? iv\ cf) 1L
r- b.c)

THANK YOU FOR YQU...R INPUT!
PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTRIA SWANSON BY mAilfki2a,
Skill Builders MT 5/2/91



Pardcipant_

Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Blueprint Math Classes

SUPERVISOR EVALUATION

Job Title

-

What effect tild the participation in the math class have on your employee? Circle the number in
that applies for each item.

1. The tainee indicated that the course was well designed and helpful.

Vety well done 5 3 2 1 poor

2. Hashe mastered the material he/lie was taught.

definitely 5

yes

3 2 1 not at all

3. He/she has greater cooperation and/or problem solving ability since the class.

5 4 3 2
1 I see no differ-

ence

4. The trainee applies the skills learned in class on the job.

5 4 3 I see no differ-
ence

How do you think the employee will be able to handle new pincedures introduced into
your department?

Much better 5 C4 3 2 1 Much worse

6. What was the most positive effect of this course on the employee?

(a d

EIAN_K_LQUiaRiaugiNEm
PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUA11ON TO ANTI-IIA SWANSON BY MAY 16. 1991,,
Skill Builders MT 5/2/91



Participant_

Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Blueprint Math Classes

SUPERVISOR EVALUATION

Job Title Mar.hin a. OpE.-M-0r

What effect did the participation in the math class have on your employee? Circle the number in
that applies for each item.

1. The trainee indicated that the course was well designed and helpful.

Very well d 5 4

2.

definitely 4

3 2 1 poor

He/she mastered the material he/she was taught.

3 2 1 not at all

3. He/she has greater cooperation and/or problem solving ability since the class.

5 4 2 I see no differ-
ence

4. The trainee applies the skills learned in class on the job.

Yes 5 3 2 1 I see no differ-
ence

5. How do you think the employee will be able to handle new procedures introduced into
your department?

4 3Much better

6. What was the most positive effect of this course on the employee?

5 2 1 Much worse

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INPUT!
PLEASE RETURN THIS ilVALUATION TO ANTHIA SWANSON BY MAI.16d221,.
Skill Builders MT 5/2/91



Participant_

Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Blueprint Math Classes

SUPERVISOR LVALUATION

N.J

Job Tide CtCi H

What effect did the participadon in the math class have on your employee? Circle the number in
that applies for each item.

1.

'Very well don

The trainee indicated that the course was well designed and helpful.

4 3 2 1 poor

2. He/she mastered the material he/she was taught.

definitely 5

3. He/she has greater cooperation and/or problem solving ability since the class.

5 3 2 1 I see no differ-
ence

Yes

4. The trainee applies the skills learned in class on the job.

(5) 4 3 2 1 I see no differ-
ence

5. How do you think the employee will be able to handle new procedures introduced into
your department?

Much better 5

6. What was the most positive effect of this course on the employee?

C/ If (1:di

3 2 1 Much worse

THANK YOU FOR t JUR INPUT!
PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTI-HA SWANSON BY mAya6,1291,
Skill Builders MT 5/2/91

1%57



Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Blueprint Math Classes

SUPERVISOR EVALUATION

Participant Job Title M C YAZ v0.){-0

What effect did the participation in the math class have on your employee? Circle the number in
that applies for each item.

1. The trainee indicated that the course was well designed and helpful.

Very well done 5 4 3 2 1 poor

2. He/she mastered the material he/she was taught.

dermitely 5 3 2 1 not at all

3. He/she has greater cooperation and/or problem solving ability since the class.

5 4 2 1 I see 7,1 differ-

ence

Yes

4. The trainee applies the skills learned in class on the job.

5 3 2 1 I see no differ-
ence

5. How do you think the employee will be able to handle new procedures introduced into
your department?

/----)
Much better 5 4 / 3 2 I Much worse

. .....---

6. What was the most positive effect of this course on the employee?

Lti

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INPUT!
PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTHIA SWANSON BY MAY 16, 1991,
Skill Builders MT 5/2/91
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Participant_

Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Blueprint Math Classes

SUPERVISOR EVALUATION

Job Title \Afildn ,c6\ t2p

What effect did the participation in the math class have on your employee? Circle the number in
that applies for each item.

1. The trainee indicated that the course was well designed and helpful.

2. Hashe mastered the material he/she was taught.

definitely 4 3 2 1 not at all

Yes

3. He/she has greater cooperation and/or problem solving ability since the class.

5 4 2 1 I see no differ-
ence

Yes

4. The trainee applies the skills learned in class on the job.

5 3 2 1

...=.1

I see no differ-
ence

5. How do you think the employee will be able to handle new procedures introduced into
your department?

Much beuer 5 4 2 1 Much worse

6. What was the most positive effect of this course on the employee?

fa-lr011riderl C2

MANIC-YOU FOR YOUR INPUT!
PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTI-HA SWANSON BY MAY 16. 1991.
Skill Builders MT 512/9I

1 Si



Participant,

Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Blueprint Math Classes

SUPERVISOR EVALUATION

Job Title MOCk I Y1 2 Op:cal-or
What effect did the participation in the math class have on your employee? Circle the number in
that applies for each item.

1. The trainee indicated that the course was well designed and helpful.

Very well d 4 3 2 1 poor

2. He/she mastered the material he/she was taught.

definitely 4 3 2 1 not at all

3. He/she has greater cooperation and/or problem solving ability since the class.

5 3 2 1 se.e no differ-

,

Yes

4. The trainee applies the skills learned in class on the job.

5 3 2 1 I see no differ-
ence

5. How do you think the empl( yee will be able to handle new procedures introduced into
your department?

(("vtuch better 5 4 2

6. What was the most positive effect of this course on the employee?

Ntudi worse J

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INPUT!
PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTHIA SWANSON BY NIA Y 16, 1991,

Skill Builders MT 5/2/91

1;10



Participant.

Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Blueprint Math Classes

SUPERVISOR EVALUATION

Job TitleMa(ii Vi Q P1V-CCI

What effect did the participation in the math class have on your employee? Circle the number in
that applies for each item.r-

1. The trainee indicated that the course was well designed and helpful.

Very well don 4 3

2.

defmitely 5

2 1 poor

He/she mastered the material he/she was taught.

2 1 not at all

3. He/she has greater cooperation and/or problem solving ability since the class.

4 3 2 1 I see no differ-

ence

Yes

4. The trainee applies the skills learned in class on the job.

4 3 2 1 I see no differ-
ence

5. How do you think the employee will be able to handle new procedures introduced into
your department?

Much better 4 3 2 1 Much worse

6. What was the most positive effect of this course on the employee?

yl(ilir 5 //),ax-

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INPUT!
PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTI-HA SWANSON BY MAY 16. 1991.
Skill Builders MT 5/2/91



Participant_

Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Blueprint Mat'l Classes

SUPERVISOR EVALUATION

Job Title r

What effect did the participation in the math class have on your employee? Circ1f.! ihe aumber in
that applies for each item.

1. The trainee indicated that the course was well designed and helpful.

Very well done 5 4 3 ( 2 1 poor

2. He/she mastered the material he/she was taught.

definitely 5 4 3 2 1 not at all

3. He/she has greater cooperation and/or problem solving ability since the class.

5 4 3 2 1 I set no differ-
ence

4. The trainee applies the skills learned in class on the job.

5 4 3 2 I see no differ-
ence

5. How do you think the employee will be able to handle new procedures introduced into
your department?

Much better 5 4 3 2 Much worse

6. What was the most positive effect of this course on the employee?

THANK_YOU FOR YOUR INPUT!
PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTHIA SWANSON BY MAY 16.1991.
Skill Builders MT 5/2/91

1 :i2



SPRING EVALUATIONS



Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Math Classes
Learner Evaluation

Rate each item by circling one number in each row.

1. This class has been

very interesting C5D 4 3 2 1

1

very boring

2. This class was

very hard 5 4 2 1 very easy

3. On the job this class helped me

to do more accurate 5 0:1 3 2
work

1 not at all

4. The instructor was

interesting 5
!)

3 2 1 boring

5. I understood what I was supposed to learn

most of the time 5 4
1

2 1 rarely

6. The materials were directly related to the objective

always 5 4 1. 2 1 rarely

7. Sufficient practice exercises were included

,.
too many 5 4 3 2 1 too few

8. I received sufficient feedback on my practice exercises

always ,
5 4 3 2 1 rarely

9. The tests measured my performance on the objectives

always 5 4 (r3\\ 2 I never

Skill Builders MT 5t2/91



Learner Survey

10. I received sufficient feedback on my test results.

always 4 3 2

page 2

never

11. After being in this class, I would

like to have more

training like this
4 3 2 1 no moretrain-

ing like this

12. This class has been

very useful to me 5 3 2 1 totally useless
on the job to me on the job

13. What can you do now that you could not do before taking this class?

`i.lJerilt.4 J.es-t /e27Z4-- efo-t-th )61-ve-6L-nr41-1/
(Zit`i n 6netat411* (inieldiabitiL4" eet-Stfu;/ogy 4All

14. Has this course helped you meet or work toward any of your personal goals? If so,
how?

15. Would you recommend this course to a co-worker? Why or why not?

ji 6,1 /224/711, Mir
a A°

16. What did you like best about this course?

0754;z/iv ne theati abind- thE 11-Oale g
e )4

PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTHIA SWANSON

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INPUT!



ssz%

Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Math Classes
Learner Evaluation

Rate each item by circling one number in each row.

1.

very interesting

This class has been

4 3 2 1 very boring

2.

very hard

This class was

5 4 3 (2
, 1 very easy

3. On the job this class helped me

to do more accurate 5 4 3 2
work

1 not at all

4.

interesting

The instructor was ,
5 ; 4 ) 3 2 1 boring

5.

most of the time

I understood what I was supposed to learn

-75 4 3 2 1 rarely

6.

always

The materials were directly related to the objective

5 4 3 2 1 rarely

7.

too many

Sufficient practice exercises were included

(SI, 4 3 2 1 too few

8.

always

I received sufficient feedback on my practice exercises

( 5- 4 3 2 1 rarely

9.

always

The tests measured my performance on the objectives

_--
5 ( ) 3 2 I never

Skil Builders MT Rev 6/13/91



Learner Survey
page 2

10. I received sufficient feedback on my test results.

always 4 3 2 1 never

11. After being in this class, I would

like to have mon 5 4
training like this

3 2 1 no =retrain-
ing like this--...,

13. What can you do now that you could not do befom taking this class?

14. Has this course helped you meet or work toward any ofyour personal goals? If so,
how?

15. Would you recommend this course to a co-worker? Why or why not?r
A t_ft.

16. What did you like best about this course? Least?

1111010111111Ma

4LCSNr

MMA41.temlaalmlimial "-lnlinOwnlo.wralow..

PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTHIA SWANSON BY Ma21_1291

niamyQuIsaysnaumm

1 97
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Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Math Classes
Learner Evaluation

Rate each item by circling one number in each row.

I.

very intenuting

This class has been

5 4 2 1

)

very boring

2.

very hard

This class was

5 4 2 1 very eny

3. On the job this class helped me

to do more accurate 5 4 T 2
work

1 not at all

4.

interesting

The instructor was

5 (....) 3 2 1 boring

5.

most of the time

I understood what I was supposed to leam

1 rarely5 3 2

6.

always

The materials were directly related to the objective

5 4 G 2 1 rarely

7.

too many

Sufficient practice exercises were included

,.
45 3 43 i too few

8.

aiways

I received sufficient feedback on my practice exercises

5 4 3 2 1 rarely

9.

always
t

The tests measured my performance on the objectives

5 ( 4y 3 2 1 never
,

Skill Builders MT 5r2/91



Learner Survey page 2

10. I received sufficient feedback on my test results.

always 5 3 2 1 never

11. After being in this class, I would

like to have more 5

training like this

4 2 no moretrain-
ing like this

12. This class has been

very useful to me 5 4
on the job

2 1 totally useless
to me on the job

13. What can you do now that you could not do before taking this class?

re-Prealect Al 1114k:01e y a,, Vivi14-46 4i4
y;d1jfrac4tioi and Ie&hiafS

14. Has this course helped you meet or work toward any of your personal goals? If so,
how?

IV

15. Would you recommend this course to a co-worker? Why or why not?

e S kr044 4-hr-s der±:_has a /04 of
;ohel-kt s/h vo1/gel _Cc; -Me inlve h711.6 ger12-O /41115' itibpvt

16. What did you kike best about this course?

r re -Fie 5h a4 kti e 9/1 CA.'" 4a ;v1 Ivai-A if frAelisq..5

PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTHIA SWANSON

nigtufaQuagaatamin



Participant_

Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Math Skills Class

4111/MaSpriEVE1JATI9N

Job Title

What effect did the participation in the math class have on your employee? Circle the number that
applies for each item.

I. The trainee indicated that the course was well designed and helpful.

Very well done 5 4 3) 2 poor

2. He/she mastered the material he/she was taught

definitely 5 4 2 1 not at all

3. Hashe has greater cooperation and/or problem solving ability since the class.

5 3 2 1 I see no differ-
ence

4. The trainee applies the skills learned in class on the job.

5 3 2 1 1 see no differ-
ence

5. How do you think the employee will be able to handle new procedures introduced into
your department?

Much better 5 4 2 1 Much worse

6. What was the most positive effect of this course on the employee?

Ctf(t5kIld Afr

nigismnrauxiayakatimm
PLEASE RETURN TI-IIS EVALUATION TO ANTHIA SWANSON BY JUNE 20. 1991,
Skill Builders MT rev. 6/13/91



Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Math Skills Class

miLIZERYISOR EVALITacal

Participant_ Job Tide

What effect did the participation in the math class have on your employee? Circle the number that
applies for each item.

The trainee indicated that the course was well 'designed and helpful.1.

Very well done 5 4 3 2 1 Poor

2. He/she mastered the material he/she was taught

defmitely 5 4 2 1 not at all

3. Hashe has greater cooperation and/or problem solving ability since the class.

5 3 2 1 I see no differ-

ence

4. The trainee applies the skills learned in class on the job.

4 3 2 1 I see no differ-
ence

5. How do you think the employee will be able to handle new procedures introduced into
your department?

Much better 5 3 2 1 Much worse

6. What was the most positive effect of this course on the employee?

f((52:4).L.) bfit witI) as

nitshILIQuimmil&llgim
PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTHIA SWANSON BY Mal,(1,1221,.
Skill Builders MT rev. 6/13/91



Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Math Skills Class

StfiritIORfEy_MATATI911

Participant_ Job Title

What effect did the participation in the math class have on your employee? Circle the number that
applies for each item.

1. The trainee indicated that the course was well designed and helpful.

Very well done 5 4 3 2 1

2. He/she mastered the material he/she was taught.

definitely 5 4 3 2 1 not at all

3. He/she has greater cooperation and/or pmblem solving ability since the class.

5 4 3 2 1 see no differ-
ence

Yes

4. The trainee applies the skills learned in class on the job.

5 4 3 2 1 1 see no differ-
ence

5. How do you think the employee will be able to handle new procedures introduced into
your department?

Much better 5 4 3 2 1 Much worse

6. What was the most positive effect of this course on the employee?

nitus
PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTHIA SWANSON BY Allga(1,1921,.
Skill Builders MT rev. 6/13/91
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Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Math Skills Class

talPERVISOR LivxurAnort

Participant. Job Title

What effect did the participation in the math class have on your employee? Circle the nrimber that
applies for each item.

1. The trainee indicated that the course was well designed and helpful.

Very well done 5 4 2 1 poor

2. He/she mastered the material he/she was taught.

/-
definitely i

/
4 3 2 1 not at all

3. He/she has greater cooperation and/or problem solving ability since the class.

Yes 5 4 3 2 1 I see no differ-

ence

Yes

4. The trainee applies the skills learned in class on the job.

5 3 2 1 I see no differ-
Wee

5. How do you think the employee will be able to handle new procedures introduced into
your department?

1.1uch better 5 cp 3 2 1 Much worse

6. What was Cie most positive effect of this course on the employee?

THANK YOU FOR YQUR INPUT!
PLEASE RETURN TH1S EVALUATION TO ANTHIA SWANSON BY JUNE 20. 1991.
Skill Builders MT rev. 6/13/91



Math Skills
Sample Materials

developed by Marjorie A. Taylor
for

Portland Community College & Leupold & Stevens, Inc
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Blueprint Math

Objective: Using Blueprint #44255, the student will locate and label the main parts of
the title block and idendy and locate symbols for tolerances decimals, diameter,
radius, & degree.

1. Purpose & steps in using blueprints.

2. Identify and label the main parts of a title block.

- Location and purpose of title block.

- List main parts of a title block. The main parts include the following:

part name, part number, material, tolerances, draftsman, checker,

company name, & scale.

- Label the main parts on a title block.

- Using scale.

3. Locate symbols and specifications for tolerances.

- Tell when to use two place and three place decimal tolerances.

- Locations tolerances are found on blueprints.

4. Locate and identify symbols showing decimals, diameter, radius, & degree.

Skill Builders MT 2/91



Blueprint Math Pre-test

Name Date

1. The titleblock is usually located on blueprints.

2. The purpose of the titleblock is to

3. Using blueprint # 44255, match the correct answers with each item given in the titleblock.

a) Company name:

b) Part name:

cl Part number:

d) Material to use:

e) Draftsman:

f) Checker:

g) Tolerances.

h) Scale:

4. Using blueprint # 44255, show what tolerance will be added and subtracted to each number
below.

a) .750 b) .175 c) 3.25

d) .50 e) 3.087

Skillbuilders MT 2/91



Blueprint Math Pre-test page 2

5. In addition to the titleblock where else are tolerances located?

Show an example of this

6. Give a measurement and a bilateral tolerance from blueprint #44255

7. Give degrees and a bilateral tolerance from blueprint #44255

8. Give a diameter measurement from the blueprint.

What symbol indicates diameter?

9. Give a radius measurement from the blueprint.

What symbol indicates radius?

Skil !builders MT 2/91

21,7



BLUEPRINT WORKSHEET Name

Choose one of the blueprints provided to answer the questions below. Check your answers
with another student or an instructor.

1. Blueprint #

2. Where is the title block found on this blueprint?

3. Give a measurement with its bilateral tolerance.

4. Give an unilateral tolerance from this blueprint if there is one on it.

5. What material is to be used? (If a name is not given, give the number.)

6. What scale is the part drawn to?

Is it smaller or larger than the drawing?

Why do you think this scale was chosen?

7. If the scale is 2/1 on a blueprint and the measurement given is 3.570. How large
will the drawing measure with a ruler?

8. How will the scale of the blueprint affect the degrees shown on the drawing? If you were to
measure the degrees with a compass would it be the same, larger, or smaller?

9. Is this blueprint in inches or millimeters?

10. What date did the latest change occur on this blueprint?

2';8



Blueprint Math Post Test

Name Date

Use Blueprint # 44255 to answer the items below.

1. Where is the Titleblock usually found on blueprints '?

2. List the main parts of a titleblock and the item indicated on blueprint #44255.

Main part L & S title

3. According to the blueprint, what tolerances will be added or subtracted to the given
numbers.

a) .650 b) .175 c) .250

d) 90 degrees e) .750 f) .35

Skill Builders MT 2/91



Blueprint Post Test page 2

4. What kind of line is

5. What kind of line is a

6. What kind of tines are ?

7. When was the ring released for preproduction?

8. What is the diameter of the center hole?

9. If the scale is 1/1 on a blueprint and the measurement given is 3.570, how large is
the dimension if you measured it with a ruler?

10. When was this blueprint designed? What was the last date changes were made?

;210



CALCULATOR MA TH

GOAL: Using a calculator, the student will add, subtract, multiply, and
divide accurately.

1. Label the main functions on a calculator
Locate on/off key

- Turn calculator on/off
Locate function symbols and identify

- Locate the clear and clear entry keys
- Locate "readout", number keys, & decimal point

2. Perform whole number addition operations on a calculator
- Define place value for whole numbers
- Write place values up to the billions place
- Use vocabulary words
- Estimate reasonable answers to addition problems
- Add using a calculator
- Discuss ways to check answers

3. Perform whole number subtraction operations on a calculator
- Define subtraction vocabulary
- Subtract using a calculator
- Discuss ways to check answers

4. Perform whole number multiplication operations on a calculator
- Define multiplication vocabulary
- Multiply using a calculator
- Discuss ways to check answers

5. Perform whole number division operations on a calculator
- Define vocabulary words used in division
- Distinguish division symbols
- Divide using a calculator
- Discuss ways to check answers

Skill Builders MT 2/91



CRITICAL THINKING

GOAL: Using a calculator, the student will correctly solve a variety of
word problems using addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division of
whole numbers.

1. Read a word problem and determine what the problem is asking.
- Verbalize what the problem is
- Write correctly what needs to be found including the units

2. Indicate which operation or operations will be used.
- Determine whether the problem involves addition,

subtraction, multiplication, or division or a combination of
these

- Write the order of operations

3. Solve the problem
Calculate the answer

- Determine if the solution answers the problem
- Determine if the answer is a reasonable answer
- Reread the problem, check figures and calculations

Skill Builders MT: 1/92



Decimals

Objective: Using the Leupold & Stevens blueprint and the Variables
Control Chart, the student will read and compare decimal values, calculate
decimal tolerances, and compare decimal values of five parts.

1. Read and compare decimal values

- Meaning of decimals

- Using decimals on a blueprint

- Decimal place values

- Rounding off decimals

- Comparing decimals

-Writing decimals in value order

2. Calculate decimal tolerances

- Read and add decimals needed on blueprints

- Add decimals using a calculator

- Subtract decimals on blueprints

- Subtract decimals using a calculator

3. Compare decimal values of five parts

Skill Builders MT 2/16/91
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DECIMAL PRE-TEST

Name Date

1. Write the equivalent decimal for the following fractions.

a) 3/10 = b) 35/100=

c) 72/100= d) 25/1000= e) 3/1000=

2. Arrange in descending order ( largest first)

a) .03, .003, .3, .003

b) 1.38. .138. .1385. 1.385

c) .25. 1.2. .125 .0702

3. Arrange in ascending order (smallest first)

a) .302, .28. 2.3. .32

b) .462. .4023. .47. 4.2

c) .07. 7.35. .876, 7.3

4. Give the correct decimal numbers for the following words.

a) six tenths = b) three hundredths =

c) one and thirty-three hundredths =
skill Builders MT: rev. 1/92



Decimal Pre-test page 2

d) one and one thousandths =

e) one thousand one hundred eleven and one hundred fifteen thousandths

5. Write the correct place value for the spaces shown below. Two have been
done for you.

units . thousandths

6. Round off the following numbers to the nearest hundredth.

a) 1.093 = b) 231.695 =

7. Use these symbols <, >, = to compare the following numbers.

a) .3 .9 b) .8 .409 c) 9.2 .092

d) .5 .28 e) 3.004 3.0040

8. Mary clocked in a total of 10 hours at work. If she spent 7.7 hours repairing
scopes, how much time was left for other activities? How much time is this
in hours and minutes?



Variables Control Chact

Name Date

We are only examining the sample measurements on this chart. They are the
figures given for each day on the bottom third of the page. (We will discuss
averages and ranges in another class.)

1. Find the name of the product.

2. What are the specification limits? (hint: look in box on top right side.)

Can you figure out from the graph what the norm is?

4. Write the measurement samples for 7/18/90, 6:30 AM.

a) b) c)

d) e)

5. Arrange the measurements above in order from the smallest to the
largest. Put a "1" by the smallest, a "2" by the next one and so on.

4 1.f;



Variables Control Chart page 2

6. Calculate the amount that the part misses ideal spe.;ification.
Example from 7/16/90: .9238

-.9235 (ideal measurement)
.0003 larger than ideal specifications

a) b)

c) d)

e)

7. Are any of the measurements outside of the specification limits?

8. On your calculator add the 5 measurements. Is your answer the same
as the sum given on the chart? (Remember, these are all decimal
values.)

9. For practice you may want to add some of the other samples. Some of
the sums given are incorrect.
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Rounding Decimals through Thousandths

Name Date

Round the decimal below to the nearest thousandth.

5 5. 7 1 6 8

1. Underline the place digit to be rounded. 5 5. 7 1 6 8

2 .Look at the digit to the right of the underlined digit. 5 5 . 7 1 6 8
That digit is 8.

3. If the digit to the right of the underlined digit is 5 or
greater than 5, increase the underlined digit by 1. If the
digit to the right of the underlined digit is km than 5,
the underlined digit remains the same. The 8 is greater
than 5, so the underlined digit is increased to 7.

\/
4. All digits to the right of the underlined digit are dropped.

The 8 in the ten thousandths position will be dropped.
55.71_

Complete the three columns below. First round each decimal to the nearest tenth,
then the nearest hundredth, and then to the nearest thousandth.

Decimal to be rounded tenths hundredths thousandths

1. 0.05213

2. 17.52481

3. .4288

4. 1.3673

5. 99.8810

Skill Builders MT 3/5/91
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DECIMAL POST TEST

Name Date

1. Write the equal decimal for the following fractions.

a) 50/100 = b) 35/10000 =

c) 123/100 = d) 4/10 =

2. Use the decimals from #1 and write their correct names.

a) b)

c) d)

3. Fill in each blank with the correct decimal.

a) eight and four tenths

b) forty-eight millionths

c) eighty-four hundreds

d) eighty-four thousandths

4. Circle the decimals that are equal.

a) .009 0.09 .090 b) 32.05 32.050 3.205

c) .1500 0.15 .015 d) .3345 3.345 3.3450

5. Write the decimals in order from largest to smallest.

a) .9123 .9238 .912 .91233 .92387

Skill Builders MT 3/5/91
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Decimal Post Test page 2

6. Write the decimals in order, from smallest to largest.

a) .39 .039 .0039 3.9 b) .009 .0900 .9000 .00900

Round each decimal below to the nearest thousandth and ten thousandth.

thousandth ten thousandth

a) .05123

b) 36.52147

c) .33377

d) 999.12345

8. Use the Variables Control Chart for the following problems.

a) Select one time and date. List below the measurements for that time.

b) Show the amount each measurement is above or below norm. Indicate
with a + if it is above ideal. Indicate with a - if it is below.

c) Arrange the measurements in value from largest to smallest.

d) On your calculator add each measurement. ( Note:
your total may not agree with the total indicated.)
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FRACTION PRE- TEST

Name Date

1. Write a fraction or mixed number for the shaded portions of the pictures.

2. Change the following to either a mixed number or an improper fraction.

15/7 = 7 2/3 =

3. Compare the pairs of fractions and mixed numbers by using <, >, or =.

1/2 1/3 5 1/8 5 2/16 6 2/7 6 9/21

Skill Builders MT 3/5/91
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Fraction Pre-test page 2

4. 125 maintubes were manufactured on one machine during day shift. A total of
250 maintubes were manufactured in three shifts. What fraction of the tubes were
manufactured during day shift?

5. Supply the missing number in the following.

3 = 24
4

= 5 1 = 7 = 21
8 40 9 54 30

6. Find the lowest common denominator for each pair of fractions.

3/4, f/6 = 1/5, 4/15 = 1/2, 3/8 =

7. Add:
11 1/8

+ 2 5/12

8. Subtract:

88 5/6

- 53 1/6

9. Change these to decimals.

9 3/14

+ 2/3

13 1/12

- 7 11/12

2 1/4 5/10 2/3

17 1/5

+ 41 3 4

10 1/2

- 3 2/7

10. Rosa assembled thirty-five scopes in a day. The first hour she assembled three
scopes. What fraction of the total is this?



FRACTION DECIMAL CONVERSIONS

Name Dater
Use the attached blueprints to convert the given fractions to decimals. You ate
the engineer who must change these fractions to decimals and replace them on
the blank blueprints where the fractions were shown.

What are some reasons our present blueprints are written in decimals?

Converting fractions to decimals

A. Change 3/4 to a decimal.

* Divide 3 by 4. 3+4= or . 7 5
4

B. Change 1 1/5 to a decimal.

* First change the mixed number to an improper fraction.

1 1/5 = 6/5

* Then divide 6 by 5. 6 5 = Or

5 16 . 0

C. Change 1/3 to a decimal.

* Divide 1 by 3. 3 1 = or . 3 3 1/3 = .33
3

The first two examples are terminating decimals because there were no re-
mainders. The third example is a repeating decimal because the remainder of 1
keeps repeating. In such a case, stop dividing after two decimal places and write the
remainder a., . fraction or round it off to the nearest hundredth.
Skill Builders MT 3/8/91
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FRACTION POST TEST

Name Date

1. Mary repaired 8 dirt rejects. The total scopes repaired that day was 145.
What fraction of the scopes were dirt rejects?

2. Todd made about 30 eye shells each hour for ten hours. The total number of
eye shells manufactured that day was 500 . What fraction of the shells did
Todd make?

3. Joan inspected 20 crank shafts on Tuesday. Megan inspected 35. Bill
inspected 15. What fraction of the total shafts inspected did Bill inspect?

4. The total scopes repaired on Tuesday was 139. 14 of those were mechanical
rejects and 12 were dirt rejects. What fraction of the total repaired were neither
mechanical nor dirt rejects?

5. Compare the following fractions using < , > , =.

a) 5 1/3 2 1/3 b) 6 3/7 6 8/21 j 5 8/24 5 3/4

d) 1/2 2/4 e) 1/5 2/10 f) 3/8 1/2

Skill Builders MT Rev. 5/28/91
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Fraction Post Test

10. Change the fractions and mixed numbers to decimals.

a) 7/8 =

d) 11 2/3 =

b) 8/32 = c) 7/50 =

e) 5 1/9 = 0 4 13/20 =

11. Change the fractions to decimals and solve.

a) 5/12 x 1/5 = b) 14/15 + 317 =

c) 9 3/4 1 1/3 = d) 5 3n - 2 5/8 =

12. Find the lowest common denominator for each pair of fractions.

3 7

page 3



Comparing Fractions, Decimals, Percents

Objective: The student will change fractions to decimals, decimals to percents and be
able to compute equal values of each.

1. Mear_ithscei ..ceru

- What percents mean

- Showing percents

2. Comparing Fractions. Decimals. & Percents

- -Vriting equal fractions, decimals, percents

- Changing percents to decimals

- Changing decimals to percents

- Changing fractions to percents

3. Solving Percent Problems

- Solving for the whole

- Solving for the part

- Solving for the percent

- Deciding how to solve percent problems

Skill Builders MT Rev. 5/28/91
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MATH SKILLS PRETEST

Name Date

1. Give the correct decimal for the following .

a) six tenths = b) one and thirty-three hundredths=

2. Mary clocked in a total of 10 hours at work. If she spent 7.7 hours repairing
scopes, how much time was left for other actitities? How much time is this in
hours and minutes?

a) b)

3. Below are sample measurements of five Object Shell & Tubes. Arrange in
value from largest to smallest.

.9230 .9238 .9232 .9236 .9235

4. 125 maintubes were manufactured on one machine during day shift. A total
of 250 maintubes were manufactured in three shifts. What fraction of the tubes
were manufactured during day shift?

5. Supply the missing number in the following.

3 = 24 = 5 1 = 7 = 21
4 8 40 9 54 30

Skill Builders MT 5/14/91



Skills Pretest

6. Find the lowest common denominator for each pair ol fractions.

3/4, 5/6 = 1/5, 4/15 = 1/2, 3/8 =

7. What percent of the squares are darkened?

8. What percent of the squares are white?

9. What percent of the box has squares?

10. Change to decimals.

a) 25% = b) 245% = c) 1% =

page 2

11. Change to fractions.

a) 90% = b) 68% = c) 4% =

12. Change to percents.

a) 1= b) 1.75= c) .0073 =

13. Solve these percent problems.

a) 50% of 880 is what.?

b) 80% of what is 24 ?

14. Megan found that 10% of the 139 scopes repaired were mechanical rejects.
How many mechanical rejects were there? (Round off to the nearest whole
number)

,..1 I 0



FIGURING PERCENTS FROM GROSS WAGES

Name Date

Answer the following by referring to the attached pay checks. Complete
the exercise for one check at a time.

1. What are the gross wages?

2. What are the net wages?

3. What percent of gross salary is net salary?

4. What percent of gross salary is each indivi-
dual deduction?

FICA

State

Federal

401K

Credit Union

Skill Builders MT 3/21/91
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page 2

Company Paid Fringe Benefits

5. What percent of the gross is each benefit?

Blue Cross $88.

Workers' Comp. 77.

Tri Met 6.

FICA (Same amount as employee pays)

Federal Unemployment 7.

State Unemployment 23.

6. Total amount of benefits:

7. What percent of gross salary are company
paid benefits?

What percent of the total benefits is each
individual benefit?

Blue Cross

Workers' Comp.

Tri Met

FICA

Fedual Unemploynlent

State Unemployment
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Interpreting Scope Repairs

Name

Mechanical
Rejects %

Date

Work Total Scopes Mechanical
Week Repaired Repaired Rejects

Dirt Dirt
Rejects Rejects %

1
10 305 17 6%

11 229 207 3% 16

12 173 9 6

13 324 3% 7%

14 197 22 8%

15 308 295 0% 13

16 137 4 11

17 186 2% 4%

1. What is the total number of scopes repaired?

2. What is the total number of mechanical rejects repaired?

3. What is the total number of dirt rejects repaired over the 8 week period?

4. What percent of the grand total is the total number of mechanical rejects?

5. What percent of the grand total is the total number of dirt rejects?

6. The number of scopes repaired is what percent of the total repaired?

7. Why do you think the company keeps track of these statistics?

Skill Builders MT 3/19/91
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Router and Scrap Ticket Exercises
Name Date

Use Rooter # HMV for these problems.

The router for order #H1697 (F.O. NO.) shows that 400 parts are to be completed out of a
total order quantity of 1200.

1. What is the part number (P/N)?

2. What is the description?

3. How many operations with time against them are there?

4. If the last operation was 070 how many operations were completed?

5. What is the ratio of operations completed to total operations?

6. What is the percent of operations completed?

7. How many hours and minutes were spent on the eyepiece at 070?

8. How long (hours and minutes ) should it take to complete 400 eyepieces?

9. If there were 20 rejects, what is the ratio of units rejected (using the 400 quantity)?

10. What is the percent of units rejected?

11. What would the rejects cost if the actual cost is $4.52 and all the operations were

completed? Total cost:

12. The operations have only been completed to 070 so the total cost of the eyepieces
cannot be charged to them. Use the percent of operations completed (#6) and
multiply by the total cost of the rejects to find the actual value of these rejects that are

only partially completed. $ Value

13. Complete line one on the scrap ticket using the router for order #H1697 and the figures
you found above.

Skill Builders MT 2/92
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Use Router #H1987 for these problems.

Che router for order #H1987 (F.O. NO.) shows that 497 parts are to be completed out of a
total order quantity of 500.

1. What is the part number (P/N)? 2. What is the description?

3. How many operations with time against them are there?

4. If the last operation was 020 how many operations were completed?

5. What is the ratio of operations completed to total operations?

6. What is the percent of operations completed?

7. How many hours and minutes were spent on the part at operation 020?

8. How long (hours and minutes ) should it take to complete 497 parts?

9. If there were 5 rejects, what is the ratio of units rejected (using the 497 quantity)?

10. What is the percent of units rejected?

11. What would the rejects cost if the actual cost is $7.32 and all the operations were

completed? Total cost:

12. The operations have only been completed to 020 so the total cost of the parts cannot be
charged to them. Use the percent of operations completed (#6) and multiply by the
total cost of the rejects to fmd the actual value of these rejects that are only partially

completed. $ Value

13. Complete the second lines on the attached scrap ticket using the router for order #H1987
and the figures you found above.

14. Did you need to complete a scrap ticket for these rejects? Why or why not?

219
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r for er #. 294 f r th n

1. How many operations are there with time against them?

2. What it the total order quantity?

3. How many hours should it take to complete this order?

4. How much setup time is there?

5. If the piece is completed to operation 030, what is the process time so far?

6. There are 4 rejects, what percent of the total screws have passed inspection this far?

7. These rejects cost $2. 23 each. If 5 operations have time and 3 are completed, what is the

value of the rejects?

8. If you need to, complete the third line of the scrap ticket for Part No. 43964.

Use the Route Sheet for order Number H1700 to answer this problem.

1. We have a major problem! There were 57 rejects after operation 4! If each one costs
$1.15, does a scrap ticket need to be made up'? What is the loss? Complete the scrap
ticket line #4 if your loss is over $15.00.



COMPARhNG FRACTIONS, DECIMALS, AND PERCENTS POST TEST

Name Date

1. For each region below, find and record what percent the area of each subregion is
of the area of the entire region.

,

,

,

A

1D

______LB
f--+-
1 ,

E

= = D =

2. Shade in 25% of the entire region in the above rectangle.

3. Complete the following table.

Percent Fraction Decimal

a)

b) 30%

.2

c) .35

d) 13/20

e) 62.5%

Skill Builders MT 3(26/91



Math Skills Post Test page 2

4. Carlos worked Monday through Friday. He completed 1/8 of the factory
order quantity each day. What percent of the job was left to finish?

5. A shipment of lenses cost $16,967.90. The cost of part # 16610 was $632.t.
What percent of the total was part # 16610?

6. Freight and duty of each part is figured by multiplying the total freight and
duty amount by the percent (#5). Freight and duty cost $1200. How
much freight was paid for part # 16610?

7. If 7% of 229 scopes were dirt rejects, how many were dirt rejects?

8. 15% of the repaired scopes were mechanical rejects. How many scopes
were repaired if there were 22 mechanical rejects?

9. 324 scopes were repaired. 3% were mechanical rejects, 7% were dirt rejects.
How many scopes were neither mechanical nor dirt rejects?



Math Skill Post Test page 3

10. Judy repaired 35 scopes. This is what percent of the total of 256 scopes
repaired?

11. Maria repaired 12 dirt rejects which was 2% of the whole and Ida repaired
9 mechanical rejects which was 1.5% of the whole. How many of the
repaired scopes were neither dirt nor mechanical rejects?

12. Write the equal decimal for the following fractions.

a) 35/100 = b) 7/10 c) 75/1000 =

13. Circle the decimals that are equal.

a) .050 .00500 .05 0.5 b) 45.65 4.565 0.04565 45.65000

14. Arrange the decimals from smallest to largest.

a) .652 0.0652 6.52 .00652 b) .056 .005 0.0005 .560

15. Round each decimal below to the nearest ten-thousandth

a) .65843 = b) .66666 =

16. Compare the following fractions using <, >, or =.

a) 2 3/8 2 5/7 b) 17/36 6/9 c) 2/3 18/27

Skill Builders MT 6/5/91



RIGHT TRIANGLE MATH

Objective: Using the right triangle formula charts and a scientific calculator, the
student will calculate unknown sides and angles.

1. Right Triangles

- Definition of right triangle

- Degrees in right triangles

2. Pythagorean Theorem

- Square and square root symbols

- Finding square and square root on a calculator

-Finding diameter of a bolt circle

- Formula for Pythagorean theorem

3. Converting degrees and minutes to decimal degrees

- Converting applications

- Converting using the calculator

4. Using the formula chart to solve for right triangles

- Solving the right triangle for sides only

- finding degrees in a right triangle



Name

RIGHT TRIANGLE PRE-TEST

Date

I. How many degrees are in the three angles of a right triangle?

Solve the following.

2. 40° 50' 3. .N/49 =
-20° 30'

4. 252 = 5. Convert 25°35' to decimal

degrees.

6. If the sides of a right triangle measure .300 and .400. What is the

length of the hypotenuse?

Skill Builders MT 4/19/91



Converting Degrees and Minutes to Decimal Degrees

When using the calculator, it is often easier to work with degrees if the minutes are

changed to decimals. This is easily done by dividing the number of minutes by 60.

Since there are 60 minutes in one degree, 60 is the denominator and the number of

minutes is the numerator.

Example: Change 35°30' to decimal degrees. 30/60 = .5

35030' =35.5°

Conversely, to change decimal degrees to degrees and minutes, multiply by 60.

Example: Convert 45.20° to decimals and minutes. .20 X 60 = 12

45.20° = 45° 12'

Convert the following degrees and minutes to decimal degrees.

1. 75° 15' = 2. 105° 35' =

3. 90° 23' = 4. 320° 54' =

Change the decimal degrees to degrees and minutes.

1. 195.33° = 2. 26.9° =

3. 45.75° = 4. 5750 =

Skill Builders MT 6/5/91



A

RIM" MANGUM

TO KNOWN
FIND FARTS FORMULA

CALCULATOR APPLICATION
(: -= "ENTER")

Texas Instrument - 34

A C&D CxSIND=A :C:x :D:SIN: =

A B&D Bx TAND=A :B:x :D:TAN: =

IA C&B 4C2 B2 = A :C:1C2::13:X2: =:2nd:41

IB
C&D Cx COSD=B :C:x:D:COS: =

B A&D A=B :A::D:TAN:=
TAND

B C&A r--A-1 =BC2-- :C:X2::A:V:=:2nd:Nrir

C A&D =C :A:4-:D:SIN:=_41
SIND

C B&D B =C :B:4-:D:COS:=
COSD

C A&B :A:X2:+:B:X2:=:2nd: .rr4A2+B2=C

D A&C A =SIND
C

:A:4-:C:=:2nd:SIN

D B&C I =COSD
C

:B:1-.C:=:2nd:COS

D A&B A = TAND :A::B:=:2nd:TAN

Skillbuilders SC/MT Rev. 2/6191
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A

EIGEff MANGLES

90°

TO KNOWN
FIND PARTS FORMULA

CALCULATOR APPLICATION
(: = "ENTER")

Casio

A C&D CxS1ND=A :C:x :D:SIN: =

A B&D Bx TAND=A :B:x :D:TAN: =

A C&B 4t7-1=A :C:INV:X2::B:INV:V: =:4-----

B C&D
,

Cx COSD=B :C:x:D:COS: =

B A&D &=B
TAND

:A:+:D:TAN:=

B C&A 4-Ce21--- A2 =B :C:INV:X2::A:INV:X2:=:4

C A&D =C :A:+:D:S1N:=_A
SIND

C

.
B&D --1 =C

COSD

,

:B:+:D:COS:=

C A&B ;A:INV:X2:+:B:INV:X2:=:4--4A2 4- B2 = C

D A&C A =SIND
C

:A:+:C:=:INV: SIN

D B&C. a =COSD
C

:B:+:C:=:INV: COS

D A&B A =TAND
B

:A:+:B:=:1NV: TAN

Skillbuilders SC/MT Rev. 2/6/91
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RIGHT TRIANGLE POST TEST

Name Date

1. Define right triangle.

2. Label each side of the right triangle with the correct word: base, height , hypot-
enuse, legs.

3. In the above triangle, if angle a is 40 °, 20' , how many degrees is angle b?

4. So:ve each of the following without using your calculator.

b) 72 =

5. Use your calculator to solve the following.

a) I1225= b) -NiT8-g=

c) 142 = d) 1352=

6. Convert the following degrees and minutes to decimal degrees.

28° 30" = 45° 20" = 85°45" =
Skill Builders MT 4/2/91
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Right Triangle Post Test

7. Use the attached formula sheet to solve for the following triangles.

a) c = b)
a = .18"

c)
a= .6"

b = .24"

c=1.0"

b=

page 2

8. Determine the diameter of the bolt circle if A = .120", B = .160". Diameter =

9. Use the 'attached formula sheet to solve for each set of values.

a) Find A. C = 5, D = 36.87° b) Find A. B = 4, D = 36.87°

A = A =

c) Find B. C = 5", D = 11.5° d) Find B. A = 1", D = 11.5°

B = B =

e) Find C. A = 11.4", D = 70°40' 0 Find C. B = 4, D = 70°40'

10. a) Find D. A = .8", B = .15" b) Find D. B = .15", c = .17"

41 f' 00. )



MEASUREMENT/ AVERAGES/ RANGES

The student will measure five parts, compare measurements with the given
mean, compute and record averages and ranges on the Variable Control chart.

1. Graphing averages and ranges on the Variable Control Chart

- Finding averages

- Determining ranges

2. Measuring parts accurately

Reading a caliper/ micrometer

Measuring parts using a caliper

3. Recording and Graphing measurements on the Variable Control Chart

Recording measured parts

Finding averages and ranges of the parts

Graphing averages and ranges

261



MEASUREMENT PRETEST

Record the totals, averages and ranges in the spaces provided.

1. Wa2es of Stevens Employees
Adams $ 197.60
Brown 194.30
Clark 205.65
Duncan 202.25
Hall 181.30
Smith 179.66
Wilson 128.75
Young 140.40

TOTAL

AVERAGE

R ANGE

2.Sample Measurements of Part # 45826 - A
1. .9240 inches
2. .9236
3. .9231
4. .9237
5. .9241

TOTAL

AVERAGE

RANGE

Skill Builders MT 4/9/91



FINDING THE AVERAGE

The average of a set of numbers is found by adding the numbers, and then
dividing this sum by the number of numbers in the set. The average of 37 and 49 is
found as follows:

37 + 49 = 86 and 86 2 = 43. So the average is 43.

Example: Find the average of 45, 53, & 34.

Solution: 45 + 53 + 34 = 132. There are 3 numbers so 132 3 = 44.
The average is 44.

Solve the following problems:

1. Find the average of the numbers 103, 113, 97,99.

2. A basketball team had scores of 74, 83, 91, 85, 91, 76, 70, 83, 102, & 95
in ten games. What was their average score per game?

3. Jim's income for each of six months was $1,048, $991, $1,150, $975, $1,145,
and $1,225. Find the average monthly income.

4. The average of 3 scores was 81. If two of the scores were 75 and 80, what
was the third score?

Skill Builders MT 4/9/91
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5. For 3 months, Eileen's deposits and withdrawals were as follows:

Deposit Withdrawals
January $ 425 $ 375
February 430 383
March 396 370

What was the average monthly difference between deposits and withdrawals?

Note: When finding the average of 5 nun, )ers, multiplying the total by .2 will give
the solution. Example: 4.6194 5 = .9239 or 4.6194 X .2 = .9239. From our studyi
of fraction / decimal equals we know that 1/5 = .20. Tne above example is the same
as 4.6194 X 1/5 .

FINDING RANGE

Sometimes the range of a set of numbers needs to be found. To find range subtract
the lowest number in the set from the highest number. The range of 37 and 49 is
found as follows:

49 - 37 = 12. The range of the two numbers is 12.

Example: Find the range of 45, 53, & 34.

Solution: The largest number is 53 and the smallest is 34 so
53 - 34 = 19
The three numbers have a range of 19.

Use the problems on the average sheet to compute the ranges for each of the groups of
numbers.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

4 ti



MEASUREMENT POST TEST

Name Date

Use the blueprint to complete the following.

1. Part name.

2. Part number.

3. Specification limits.

Measure five pieces.

4. On the Variable Control Chart record each measurement.

5. Record each sum, their average, & range where indicated on the chart.

6. Complete the graph showing both the average & range.

Skillbuilders MT 5/91
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METRIC PRE-TEST

Use the Conversion Charts to determine the following answers.

1. Change 3.5 lb. to kilograms.

2. What is your weight in kilograms?

3. How many millimeters are in one inch?

%4. How many inches are in one millimeter?

5. Find the difference in millimeters between the diameters

at the ends of a tapered piece which are 1 1/4" and

1 1/8" respectively.

6. What is the weight in grams of 20 eyepieces if each eye-

piece weighs 1.1 oz?

7. A 1.2 mm cut on a piece of steel 1.27 cm is taken. What

is the remaining thickness?

8. The following pieces were Cut from several lengths of round

brass rod: 5 pieces 30 cm. long and 4 pieces 42.5cm long.

If each rod is 12ft. long, how many rods were used?

SkillBuilders MT 4/18/91
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METRIC CONVERSIONS POST TEST

NAME DATE

1. Match the metric unit to a familiar amount.

100 Kilometers A. about a quart

1 liter B. about the weight of a new pencil

1 meter C. about 60 miles

5 grams D. about a teaspoon

5 milliliters E. about a yard

2. Decide what kind of measurement is being used. Then write the measure-
ment in the correct box.

grams gallons inches centimeters millimeters
..

pounds quarts meters liters kilograms

Length

Skill Builders MT 4/18/91
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METRIC POST TEST

3. Convert the measurements.

How many pounds are in 55 grams?

7 2/3 yards are how many meters?

3.25gallons are how many liters?

55" are how many centimeters?

4. Write the following lengths as meters.

5 dekameters

.05 kilometers

5. Write the following weights as grams.

8.7 centigrams

39.2 milligrams

276 iaillimeters

page 2

4.1 kilometers

.09 kilograms

1.3 kilograms

6. Convert each measurement into the other units across the line.

Kilo Base Centi Milli

37km m cm mm

kg _1A2g._ mg

kl 271 ml
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LEUPOLD & STEVENS, INC.

FINAL REPORT

I returned to Leupold & Stevens, Inc. for an additional math skills class in
January 1992. I would like to evaluate this last instruction period based on some
of the recommendations and concerns that were voiced in the previous report.
First the basic content of the class will be reviewed; then the students who
participated will be mentioned; and finally some concluding observations about
the experience.

Content of 1992 classes:

In the previous report I felt that my content was too broad, first affecting
the length of classes and then affecting the speed at which the classes needed to be
conducted. This time four units were introduced: Calculator Use, Critical
Thinking, Decimals & Percents. I felt the calculator use and story problem
classes were important lead-ins for decimals and percents. Percents was the area
most of the students needed experience in, and while more time should have been
spent on percents, the three previous units were considered important
preliminaries to percents. I skipped fractions this time and it didn't seem to affect
the outcome, although it may have affected the final grades on the percent
section. They were not as high as I would have liked.

Participants:

Most of the students who participated were from the same area of
manufacturing, however they had at least two different supervisors which caused
a problem with a worksheet I tried to develop on percents. The supervisors used
two different ways to find scran loss and I tried to teach both much to the dismay
of some of the students. On hindsight I did a poor job of introducing the topic
and explaining that both ways produce the same answer.

Some of the students only st4ed for half the class time and found it
difficult to keep up with the assignments as well as missing explanations on areas
of concern. The company did pay for half of the class time and I think it
improved the participation, but as before there was any number of "genuine"
excuses for missing class. All in all attendance was improved over last year.

1
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Several of the students were repeats from my previous classes. It was
encouraging to see how much they remembered from last year and where they
advanced to this year. Some of these were the most frustrated students last year
who felt that I went too fast. With the repetition they not only understood it the
second or third time around, but they were able to move to new areas. This was
the most encouraging aspect of the program: these little bits of success that give
the students confidence :o keep at it and succeed.

Concludin Observations and Recommendations:

Again Leupold & Stevens was the most cooperative and enjoyable of
companies. Anthia Swanson is to be commended on again giving me free hand to
run around the company. She also arranged the boardroom for classes, and sign-
up sheets for classes. Carol Van Cleave, a lead person for most of my students,
was invaluable in giving me feedback and checking my worksheets for accuracy.
She was also available to help the students with all of their homework questions.
As an incentive for the workers to keep up their math skills I left several basic
math books with her to make available to her people. She also has one or two
people who are hesitant to come to classes and the books and Carol's attention
inay give them confidence to tackle math and eventually attend classes.

This group of students is ready for another class on just percents and I
almost wish I had concentrated on just percents. Yet I could see the improvement
in the students from last year and the review may have been the key they needed
to open up to percents this time around.

Skill Builders: Marjorie Taylor March 20, 1992.
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Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any employees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

_J
Name_

Phone h

Job Title -Vrio tivuJ

Single Head of Household: yes V,. no

Length of time at Leupold & Stevens I q'

AL&A

i....,

1. How do you use math in your present job?

.... ,.1...1.1, ik . .

I d

2. What are your most important math needs?

i'LC L.,,,,..2..1 d 1-diaA.I.s..,,,..::-

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

ittt-deiA4,-.4

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

etii-L4. ,A-o itotA.A...,,,

N
%

Skillbuilders Mi 2/8/91
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Blueprint Math Applications

'Nlote: These questions are for the pumoses of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your .\
of
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any employees

Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

Name_

Phone #

Job Title L ie vCiewl Length of time at Leupold & Stevens I

Single Head of Household: yes no >4

V

1. How do you use math in your present job?

- t ri H. .1.I
t .. c,, & ',.,is 0 c c i*AACIS, n

1/41PAregatiA410 0-4-1(!:) --n 101. CC...1/4CA (:, e, r c 'ticket's

2. What are your most important math needs?

I. x.A.c.444t9l5.

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

hCn.0 to rt(5tArt n)---1 Sc ycf fickkh beiVei

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

bahke- LIACit.4261f4rt. IT

....

Skillbuildcrs MT 2/8/91
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Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any employees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

name

Phone #

Job Length of time at Leupold & Stevens teat,:
Single Head of Household: yes no >4-

1. How do you use math in your present job?

,

li -......L..d
4

2. What are your most important math needs?

244-ez-)1.-?..)

3. How will improving your math skills improve ycy r job performance?

Le. -Mt 604 et,41,_ -i.es,7t

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

- / .611/t- 401/7#62/ ,..--e--fr 3 AL( .,=Pl'v. -P. ij-Witg)

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

.e.

Skillbuilders MT 291
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Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any employees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

.1

Name

Phone #_

Job Title dc, s 5 Iv\ c L S 7- Length of time at Leupold & Stevens /iyr 5-6 ry-lo

Single Head of Household: yes no

1. How do you use math in your present job?

cn c

--...)

2. What are your most important math needs?

-,- - c...'n \ '1 ) Li S J '. : ',. 7 \' 0 C Q..) u Li c,"1 i. v"

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

--Prc,

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

il) 5

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

70 bitiS k LI p
0. 4

Skillbuilders MT 2/8/91
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Bl,ieprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any employees
of Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.
Name

Phone #

Job Title /71 4CA N e_ c)Ar (:erniv'.1..ength of time at Leupold & Stevens 9' /14 4 -7

Single Head of Household: yes no

1. How do you use math in your present job?

4 cfc.// M y /ivy flt-Ac,l/ons

2. What are your most important math needs?

3. How will improving your math skills improve vour job performance?

5.eteIS /-": ma

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope to obtain?

di c, ,/

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these rna i classes?

C1/0 )1 /di de c

Skillbuilders MT 2/8/91
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Blueprint Math Applications

Note: These questions are for the purposes of the grant that sponsors this program. Signing your
name is optional. These comments are for my records only and will not be shown to any employees

1f Leupold & Stevens. Thank you.

Name

Phone #

Job Title-rna Length of time at Leupold & Stevens 2.302 (re/M4>

Single Head of Household: yes no V
,

1. How do you use math in your present job?

/--

2. What are your most important math needs?

et,di 4 Ao.otOlat&o.Y4/..

3. How will improving your math skills improve your job performance?

4. Will improving your math skills help your chances of moving to another job position?
What position do you hope io obtain?

5. What is most important for you to accomplish by taking these math classes?

911A)41-4-A,

jS. .

Skillbuilders MT 2/8/91
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MATH SKILLS ATTENDANCE SHEET

NAME ENTRY DATE

DATE

Jan. 14, 1992 1. Introductory Class/ Overview of Classes
Attendance

Jan. 16, 1992

Jan. 21, 1992

Jan. 23, 1992

2. Math Review

3. . Using a Calculator

4. Critical Thinking

Jan. 28, 1992 5. Story Problems

Jan, 30, 1992 6. Story Problems

Feb. 4, 1992 7. Introduction to Decimals

Feb. 6, 1992 8. Reading and Comparing
Decimal Values

Feb. 11, 1992 9. Decimal Review / Post Test

Feb. 13, 1992 10. Meaning of Percent

Feb. 18, 1992

Feb. 20, 1992

.1. 4.

11. Comparing Decimals,Fractions, Percents

12. Solving Percent Problems

Feb. 25, 1992 13. Solving More Percent Problems

.1

Feb. 27, 1992 14. Post Test for All Components

Skill Builders MT 5/14/91
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Routci. and Scrap Ticket Exercises
Name Date

Use Router # H1697 for these problems.

The router for order #H1697 (F.O. NO.) shows that 400 parts are to be completed out of a
total order quantity of 1200.

1. What is the part number (P/N)?

2. What is the description?

3. How many operations with time against them are there?

4. If the last operation was 070 how many operations were completed'?

5. What is the ratio of operations completed to total operations?

6. What is the percent of operations completed?

7. How many hours and minutes were spent on the eyepiece at 070?

8. How long (hours and minutes ) should it take to complete 400 eyepieces?

9. If there were 2.0 rejects, what is the ratio of units rejected (using the 400 quantity)?

10. What is the percent of units rejected?

11. What would the rejects cost if the aJoal cost is $4.52 and all the operations were

completed? Total cost:

12. The operations have only been completed to 070 so the total cost of the eyepieces
cannot be charged to them. Usc the percent of operations completed (#6) and
multiply by the total cost of the rejects to find the actual value of these rejects that are

only partially completed. S Value

13. Complete line or,?, on the scrap ticket using the router for order #H169' and the figures
you found above.

Skill builders MT 2/92
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Esato t tal..gitH1987 for these problem&

fhe router for order #H1987 (F.O. NO.) shows that 497 parts are to be completed out of a
total order quantity of 500.

1. What is the part number (P/M? 2. What is the description?

3. How many operations with time against them are there?

4. If the last operation was 020 how many operations were completed?

5. What is the ratio of operations completed to total operations'?

6. What is the percent of operations completed?

7. How many hours and minutes were spent on the part at operation 020?

8. How long (hours and minutes ) should it take to complete 497 parts'?

9. If there were 5 rejects, what is the ratio of units rejected (using me 497 quantity)?

10. What is the percent of units rejected?

11. What would the rejects cost if the actual cost is $7.32 and all the operations were

completed? Total cost:

12. The operations have only been completed to 020 so the total cost of the parts cannot be
charged to them. Use the percent of operations completed (#6) and multiply by the
total cost of the rejects to find the -ctual value of these rejects that are only partially

completed. $ Value

13. Complete the second lines on the attached scrap ticket using the router for order #H1987
and the figures you found above.

14. Did you need to complete a scrap ticket for these rejects? Why or why not?



page 3

['ULM r r Order #12942 for these guestin

1. How many operations are there with time against them?

2. What it the total order quantity?

3. How many hours should it take to complete this order?

4. How much setup time is there?

5. If the piece is completed to operation 030, what is the process time so far?

6. There are 4 rejects, what percent of the total screws have passed inspection. this far?

7. These rejects cost $2. 23 each. If 5 operations have time and 3 are completed, what is the

value of the rejects?

8. If you need to, complete the third line of the scrap ticket for Part No. 43964.

Use the Route Sheet for order Number HIM) to answer thiuroblem

1. We have a major problem! There were 57 rejects after operzttion 4! If each one costs
$1.15, does a scrap ticket need to be made up? What is the ioss? Complete the scrap
ticket line #4 if your loss is over $15.00.

2S2



Math Skills Class

Unit Records

Student

L. Schocl

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4
Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

96% 81% 97% 85% 44%

75% 81% 80% 87%

100% 100% 100% 60%

'6% 88% 97% 68% 72% 82% 40% 40%

62% 100% 00% 80% 84% 880/0 22% 91%

100% 100% 100% 75% 260/6 620/0

88% 100°A 97% 90% 74% 92% 66% 90%

50% 85% 100% 40% 140/0

Skill Builders: MT 3/92
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Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Math Classes
Learner Evaluation

Rate each item by circling one number in each row.

1. This class has been

__------,
very interesting 5 "" 4 3 2 1 very boring

2. This class was
_.

very hard 5 4 3 ,\..,=,..2)

i

1

1

very easy

not at all

3. On the job this class helped me

to do more accurate 5 4 3 2
work --

4. The instructor was

r
interesting 5 3 /(12....c.,.. 1 boring

5. I understood what I was supposed to learn

most of the time ( 5 4 3 2 1 rarely
......_

6. The materials were directly related to the objective

always 5 ,1 4 3 1
_ 1 r .y

7. Sufficient practice exercises were included

too many 5 4 3 / 1 too few

8. I received sufficient feedback on my practice exercises
------ ---.

always 5
..-
.,

_3 1
1 rarely

9. The tests measured my performance on the objectives
,------

always 5 4 , 3 //7 1 never

Skill Builders MT Rev 6/13/91



Learner Survey Tr.

['always 5 3 / 1 never

10. I received sufficient feedback on my test results.

4

11. After being in this class, I would

like to have more 5 4
training like this

nerrmoretrain-

ing like this

13. What can you do now that you could not do before taking this class?

14. Has this course helped you meet or work toward any of your personal goals? If so,

how?

15. Would you recommend this course to a co-worker? Why or why not?

16. What did you like best about this course? Least?

PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTI-HA SWANSON BY March 3. 1992.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INPUT!



Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Math Classes
Learner Evaluation

Rate each item by circling one number in each row.

1.

very interesting

This class has been

5 7.D4 3 2 1 very boring

2.

very hard

This class was

5 4 2 1 very easy

3. On the job this class helped me

to do more accurate 5 4 3

work

not at all

4.

interesting

The instructor was

1 boring4 3 2

5.

most of the time

I understood what I was supposed to learn

5 3 2 1 rarely

6.

always

The materials were directly related to the objective

5 4 3 2 1 rarel

7.

too many

Sufficient practice exercises were included

5 4 2 1 too few

8.

always

I received sufficient feedback on my practice exercises .

5 4 CD 2 1 rarely

9.

always

The tests measured my performance on 'he objectives

5 4 C3)
2 1

..
Skill Builders MT Rev 6/13/91



Learner Survey

10. I received sufficient feedback on my test results.

always 3

11. After being in this class would

like to have more

, mining like this

page 2

13. What can you do now that you could not do before taking this class?

dec aLs heit?

never

no moretrain-

ing like this

14. Has this course helped you meet or work toward any of your personal goals? If so,
how?

1 6 84274 ci_447,1e6 //,/der s7,,,c,/,`,13 _T.- Mxt

//7 5c-4 2 ,1.1)S.__L4)47)-7-Zkyl,,I.)

15. Would you recommend this course to a co-worker? Why or why not?

yes 960 Gr?'7 eecied + X car

i/ 1 i% 0-- o

16. What did you like best about this course? Least?

LJ 34-r- 1.4- Wo. s

_SeepAty 0 1)

C1QSS nnol 2Qwci

242 r c e 7f0A /ewili

PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTHIA SWANSON BY March 1 1992,

THANIC ILQ111 MiCaU21621M

2 S 7
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Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Math Classes
Learner Evaluation

Rate each item by circling one number in each row.
,

very interesting

This class has been

5 4 0 2 1 very boring

2.

very hard

This class was

5 4 2 1 very easy

3. On the jcb this class helped me

to do more accurate 5 4 /G 2
work 1 not at all

4.

interesting

The instructor was

5 4 2 1 boring

5.

most of the time

I understood what I was supposed to learn

5 4
11111 2 1 rarely

6.

always

The materials were directly related to the objective

-----,
5 4 3 ' 2 1 rarely

7.

too many

Sufficient practice exercises were included

5 4 *tip
2 1

1

too few

rarely

8.

always

I received sufficient feedback on my practice exercises
,--7,----

5 4 3 2

9.

always

The tests measured my performance on the objectives

5 4 3) 2 1 never

Skill Builders MT Rev 6/13/91
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Learner Survey page 2

10.

always

I received sufficient feedback on my test results.

11.

4

After being in this class, I would

like to have more 5 4
training like this

1 never

13. What can you do now that you could not do before taking this class?

no moretrain-

ing like this

14. Has this course helped you meet or work toward any of your personal goals? If so,
how?

15. Would you recommnd this course to a co-worker? Why or why not?

16. What did you like best about this course? Least?

PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTHIA SWANSON BY March 3. 1992,

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INPUT!



Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Math Classes
Learner Evaluation

Rate each item by circling one number in each row.

1. This class has been

very interesting 4 3 2 1 very boring

2. This class was

very hard 5 4 46 2 very easy

3. On the job this class helped me

to do more accurate 4 3 2
work

1 not at all

4. The instructor was

interesting (23 4 3 2 1 boring

5. I understood what I was supposed to learn

most of the time 40 4 3 2 1 rarely

6. The materials were directly related to the objective

always 5 4 3 2 1 rarely

7. Sufficient practice exercises were included

too many 5 4 3 C13 1 too few

8. I received sufficient feedback on my practice exercises

always dEl 4 3 2 1 rarely

9. The tests measured my performance on the objectives

always C5.._ 4 3 2 1 never

Skill Builders MT Rev 6/13/91
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Learner Survey

10. I received sufficient feedback on my test results.

page 2

always

After being in this class I would

Like to have more

training like this

4 3

13. What can you do now that you could not do before taking this class?

9 r :

no moretrain-

ing like this

REVRESHETh .0,EcifriAt.._ _AN NA Ale_TiO/OS

14. Has this course helped you meet or work toward any of your personal goals? If so,
how?

15. Would you recommend this course to a co-worker? Why or why not?

Y F5
cAr R ES_HEA 7:7Q.54, Qy ur

16. What did you like best about this course? Least?

Pron MA-rrUAL. ILc CRE.P7". Yezy

-aa-LP--F-2-L-,--L-L--)-c)-Lh-L-n--L-Lt._E_LLnSZE PR A ic r

P oFILE -11.S

PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTHIA SWANSON BY March 1 1992.

IHANLIQUE211.141alan.'
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Leupold & Stevens, Inc.

Math Skills Class

SUPERVISORS' EVALUATION OF PROGRAM

How many employees in your department participated in the program? V
In your opinion, how would you rate this program's effects on these participants? Circle the
number that shows how you feel.

1. The students indicated that the course was well designed and helpful.

Very well done 5 4 2 1 poor

2. The mastered the material they were taught.

definitely 5 4 2 1 not at all

Yes

3. They show greater cooperation and/or problem solving ability since the class.

5 3 2 1 I see no differ-

ence

4. The trainees appy the skills learned in class on the job.

Yes 5 4 ) 3 2 1 I see no differ-
\\*..." ence

5. How do you think your employees will be able to handle new training and /onprocedures
as a result of this class?

Much better 5 3 2 1 Much worse

6. What was the most positive effect of this course on the employees?

214, A.A.1.1.4.,

7. Would you recommend this program to new employee with low math skills? Why or why
not?

THANK YOU FOR Y

,

c.cA.a.e3t
J.

PLEASE RETURN THIS EVALUATION TO ANTHIA SWANSON BY March 5. 1992,
Skill Builders MT 2/27/92
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